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ROUND-EM-UP
Breeding commercially orientated cattle

Consistently Breeding Quality

David & Ashleigh Hobbs
143 White Flat Road, Molong NSW 2866

Email: dahobbs@bigpond.com
Mob: 0427 511 345

FOR SALE
50 grass fed Red Angus bulls    

10 Black and Red Simmental bulls
Females, embryos and semen also available

We are proud to be selling semen into the Lodoen 
Cattle Company (USA) and Six Mile Red Angus 

(Canada) Semen Available
DAHP012 New AI Sire into Australia

Red U2 
Township

E
st

ab
lis

hed in 2002

DAHT019

Son of DAHP012

DAHS038

Full brother to DAHP012

DAHT1

Son of DAHP012 that sold at
Queensland Power of Red Sale for $16,000

DAHU10 progeny of Red U2 Township DAHU21 daughter of Red U2 Township

DAHU13 son of Red U2 Township DAHU11 son of Red U2 Township
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5M/5M/RED ANGUSRED ANGUS

FULL HERD DISPERSAL
FRIDAY, MARCH 8, 2024         1.00PM
ON PROPERTY 
WHITE FLATS, 143 WHITE FLAT RD, MOLONG 2866

SELLING
Approximately:
30 Stud Autumn Calving Cows
21 Autumn Calves
48 Spring Calving Cows and Calves
30 Spring Calving Joined Heifers
18 Embryo Calves

Approximately:
200 Spring and Autumn Joined 
Commercial Cows

Inspections by appointment 
prior or Thursday, March 7th 
on property. John Settree 0408 297 368

Email: John.settree@nutrien.com.au

VENDORS:
David Hobbs 0427 511 345
Email: dahobbs@bigpond.com
Brendan Rouse 0417 434 130

WA Consolidated Red Angus Sale 
Sale - Early February 2024

Commences 1pm On-property
at Kingslane, Benger

John Cranston
M  0418 927 009

E  jcranston@kingslane.com.au
www.kingslaneredangus.com.au

The Future Looks Great!

3 Exceptional Red Angus Bulls  3 Quality Red Angus Females

3 Listed in the Top Studs 2023 Edition created by Bush-Agribusiness
3 Kingslane is ranked in the top 5 for Red Angus

5 STAR 
COMPLETENESS 

WITH BREEDPLAN
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PRESIDENT
Mr David Hobbs 
MOLONG NSW
Phone: 0427 511 345
Email: 
dahobbs@bigpond.com

VICE PRESIDENT
Ms Kirrily Johnson-Iseppi 
Dalby, QLD
Phone: 0427 790 652
Email: 
gklivestock1@gmail.com

TREASURER 
Mr Daryl Schipp 
ALFREDTOWN NSW 
Phone: 0427 227 590
Email: 
daryl.schipp@bigpond.com

Mr Cameron Cutler
MACARTHUR VIC
Phone: 0488 020 586 
Email: 
cameroncutler@bigpond.com

Mr Mark Llewellyn
KEITH SA 
Phone: 0417 830 352  
Email: 
northwindfarming18@gmail.com

Mr Andrew Hicks
HOLBROOK NSW 
Phone: 0427 147 258 
Email: 
aahicks@bigpond.com

Miss Hannah Powe
CARGO NSW
Phone: 0448 254 350 
Email: 
contact@goondoolalivestock.com.au

Mr Peter Simmie 
YUROKE VIC
Phone: 0413 486 303 
Email: 
prsimmie@bigpond.com 

Executive Officer 
Eliza Cunningham 
Phone: 02 6773 3022 
Email: 
red.angus@abri.une.edu.au 

Registrar 
Claudia Scott  
Phone: 02 6773 3022 
Email: 
red.angus2@abri.une.edu.au 

Technical Officer 
Dr Boyd Gudex  
Phone: 02 6773 1711 
Email: 
boyd@sbts.une.edu.au 

Council 2023/2024

ABRI Office Contacts

BREEDPLAN 
Data Processing 

Life 
Members

Mr Frank Pearson (dec)

Mrs Barbara Birch

Mrs Judy Frankenberg

Mr Ryves Hawker (dec)

Mr Warwick Tom

Mr Bob Knott (dec)

Mr Ross Collard

Phone: 02 6773 3555 
Email: redangus@breedplan.une.edu.au 
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Redgums Farm
agroforestry - offgrid - sustainable practices 

Contact: Cliff & Maree Downey
M: 0427 283 300 E: cliff@redgumsgroup.com.au
1278 Glanville Rd, Yambuna (Echuca District)
https://linktr.ee/redgumsredangus  

redgumsredangus
Follow us

Redgum’s have a show and sale team heading to ‘Rockhampton Beef’ 
featuring MCDT6 Tough Guy (pictured here at 16 months)

Redgums MUST BE REDS sale team includes paddock ready young bulls 
and features our pick of the ’23 heifer drop with show potential MCDU10 
Robyn. Pictured here rising 5 months

Redgums 2023 Royal Sydney steers

  RED ANGUS & ULTRAREDS 

REDGUMS FOR QUALITY Carcase GeneticsCarcase Genetics

Bull calves by Xact Fantastic Starr and Dahlke Rockefeller; rising 5 months.

HICKS RINGER R95 Semen Available

AUTUMN BULL SALE THURSDAY 7TH MARCH 2024
SPRING BULL SALE WEDNESDAY 4TH SEPTEMBER 2024

3	All females joined in a six-week 
joining period

3		All calves weighed at birth

3	And all weighed at 200 days and 
400 days

3	All cattle scanned for eye muscle 
area, intra muscular fat, rib and 
rump fat

www.hicksbeef.com.au

ANDREW HICKS 0427 147 258   TOM HICKS 0448 796 124   aahicks@bigpond.com   

Focusing
on profit

3	All calves are genomically tested 

3		For the past five years all calves 
tested for correct parentage

3	All calves in I.G.S. have 
genomically enhanced figures

 HICKS
RED ANGUS

FOCUSING ON 
COMMERCIAL 

REALITIES

 GENOMICS

3	All cattle independently assessed 
for temperament and culled 
accordingly

3	All cattle independently assessed 
for soundness of feet, legs and 
structure  

3	All bulls are veterinarian 
inspected for breeding 
soundness
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As I sit here to write my first presidents report for some time, I would firstly like to thank the 
members and board members both past, and present for the time and dedication to the 
breed, I feel very privileged and honoured to be in this position of a breed that I personally 
have so much passion for. I have been very lucky to be involved with two people that have 
had a huge influence on me as a breeder right from the start, both Judy Frankenberg and 
Warwick Tom. They were the very first people that I purchased Red Angus from and still take 
a great interest in the breed. We’re very lucky that these two and others too many to name 
set up a great foundation all those years ago.

Our season for the past 12 months has been a mixed bag. I’ve travelled the east coast and 
seen the severe drought and dry areas in Central Queensland, Central West New South 
Wales and the New England areas however, in the south of New South Wales and Victoria 
for the most has been excellent. The one thing that stands out is regardless of conditions. 
Red Angus cattle have stood up well. Their ability to hold condition and reproduce under 
those trying conditions never ceases to amaze me. It has been very evident this year that 
the bull sales have been strong in the north, especially Queensland.  When enquiring what 
traits potential buyers are looking for the answer has been pretty consistent. They are 
looking to purchase bulls that have a reasonable calving ease and that will improve the ability to MSA grade Bos Indicus cattle and 
various other breeds. I believe it is very important that were possible our seed stock produces must supply as much information that 
we can to make these choices easier. Our members that are registered for BREEDPLAN and actively scanning for EMA, FAT DEPTH and 
IMF is unfortunately somewhat limited, and I would encourage more members to get involved. 

In September, a SNP report was run to confirm the Red Angus society is only requiring 800 more SNPs to be eligible for Single-Step 
BREEDPLAN Analysis. Incorporating Single-Step is extremely beneficial for the whole of the society. I encourage as many members as 
possible to submit DNA for data analysis.

 I challenge you to raise the bar and take our breed to the new heights, your society can only do so much to help sell your cattle and 
the more data you have on your progeny the better chance you will have to sell your progeny in a competitive market not only in Red 
Angus but up against other breeds.

This year saw the re-formation of the Junior Committee. During each board meeting held roughly 6 to 8 weeks apart, the Junior 
President and various Junior Board Members are welcomed on to our meetings for the 30 minutes to discuss Junior matters and ideas.

The board had a face-to-face meeting this year in Armidale.  Over the 2 days many aspects of our society were discussed. A meeting 
with Angus Australia was also convened and we looked at the proposed prospect of being able to run a TransTasman Angus Cattle 
Evaluation (TACE) run with Angus Australia and Angus New Zealand societies. This is in the pipeline for a trial run in the future with 
final points to be ironed out. Please do not see this as joining of the societies, but I believe Breeds should work together to develop 
better beef where possible.

 Some alterations to the rules and regulations have been discussed and applied. This information can be found on our website. 
Please stay abreast of these changes. These changes will also be published in the newsletter after each meeting. A future special 
meeting will be convenient to vote on some minor changes to the Constitution In the early part of the new year where A 75% majority 
will be required to pass. 

 Around the shows excellent results again in the interbreed and steer judging and I thank those people that put the time and money 
into showing. We had an outstanding year with steers and carcass results of limited numbers shown but great results.  We always 
punch above our weight with both pure bred and crossbred Steers. A big thank you to all those that exhibited steers and let’s get 
more out there in these competitions.

Beef Australia will be held in Rockhampton, QLD of May next year. This event is only conducted every 3 years. It would be good to see 
backing of the Red Angus breed through exhibiting the breed, entering the various stud and commercial competitions and showing 
support by attending.

 As a finishing note to this report, as my counterpart in America stated, “let’s remember Red Angus are Angus both genotypically and 
phenotypically. The challenge is to address market equity for Red Angus cattle and their crosses.”

Let’s lift the bar and work collectively together to take our breed to new heights.

Kind regards,

David Hobbs

President’s Report
DAVID HOBBS
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Executive Officer’s Report
EL IZA CUNNINGHAM

This is the first time I have had the privilege of writing to you as the Executive Officer of 
the Red Angus Society. In my short time within the society, it truly has been an amazing 
experience to be surrounded by such strong enthusiasts of the beef industry and has been 
great to see the strength and progress of the Red Angus breed.

Junior Movement
The Red Angus Youth Committee has truly excelled this year, driving initiatives to support 
the Junior Movement. As you will read, they have some news to present to help encourage 
the youth in our society. Their dedication and hard work has shown remarkable results. 
Notably, the creation of the Red Angus Youth Calendar has raised funds for the Junior 
Movement and continued in encouraging the youth within our society. I extend my heartfelt 
thanks to all who supported and contributed to this endeavour.

Red Angus Show and Sale
The breed has demonstrated remarkable resilience in these challenging market conditions, 
evident in the consistently high clearance rates and strong sales averages.
Furthermore, this year witnessed the setting of a national record for the highest-selling 
female at auction. At the 9th annual Power of Red Sale in Toowoomba QLD, GK Red 624 Dina S2 fetched an astounding $25,000, sold 
to Moorevale Red Angus. The anticipation is high for the 10th anniversary of the Power of Red Sale in 2024, promising even more 
historic achievements.
The Red Angus breed has continued to shine in terms of carcass quality. A noteworthy accolade was the second-place finish in the 
Stan Hill Trophy at the Sydney Royal Show. This success can be credited to steers presented by Redgums Red Angus and White Family 
Beef. 

Image: Lydia Sanders, Jillangolo Reds
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Additionally, Jillangolo Reds secured an impressive array of results for both their hoof and hook results at the Adelaide Royal Show, 
presenting both pure Red Angus and Red Angus composite steers.

Red Angus Growth
We are starting to see a steady increase in more breeders submitting data into BREEDPLAN. The board held a face-to-face meeting in 
mid-September at ABRI Head Office. With the assistance of Boyd Gudex, ABRI Technical Officer, Red Angus indexes were discussed 
and adjustments were made to benefit the breed. 
Profitability within herds can be achieved though entering more data. To encourage profitability within our herds, we emphasize 
the importance of comprehensive data entry and informed selection decisions. By meticulously recording and analysing data, we 
gain insights into individual strengths and areas for improvement, enabling us to make choices aligned with our goals. Continuous 
improvement in data collection and selection processes is essential for staying competitive and successful in the agricultural industry.

Final Note
Looking ahead to 2024, there are exciting developments on the horizon. Kicking off with the Angus National Roundup that promises 
to be a highlight. Red Angus will be represented with an impressive showcase of over 30 head. This event offers a significant platform 
to support, guide and educate our future breed leaders.
Additionally, we are thrilled to participate in the highly anticipated BEEF Australia in Rockhampton Queensland. This event, spanning 
from the 5th to the 11th of May, presents an invaluable opportunity for heightened promotion and exposure for the breed, further 
solidifying our commitment to upholding the highest standards.
Furthermore, we anticipate a substantial presence in both multi-vendor and vendor sales, with continual high clearance rates and 
strong averages. Since starting in May, I have had the privilege of attending both the Tamworth Invitational Sale and the Power of Red 
Sale. These experiences have allowed me to connect with many of our supportive members. I have had the opportunity to connect 
with some members through in-person meetings, while others I have not yet had the opportunity to do so. I am profoundly grateful 
for the warm experiences thus far, and I am eagerly looking forward to the future.
As we move into 2024, I am filled with optimism for the continued growth and success of the Red Angus breed.

Kind Regards,

Eliza Cunningham
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Across the Australian beef industry, the cost of producing a kilogram of beef varies considerably.  Cost of production is an extremely 
useful tool for any beef enterprise.  Producers who are willing to assess their cost of Production are well on the way to understanding 
what drive profit within their business and can more effectively address issues that are holding the business back from achieving a 
desired level of production and ultimately financial return.  
For a beef business, operating margin is the difference between the average price per kilogram of beef sold and the cost of production 
per kilogram of beef.  The 2023 Australian Beef Report, published by BushAgribusiness has analysed the statistics for northern & 
southern production systems.  Considering average production systems over the past 12 years in northern Australia, the average 
price per kilogram received has been $2.82/kg while the Cost of Production (CoP) has been $2.35.  The operating margin for northern 
systems over that 12-year period is $0.47/kg.
By way of contrast, the average southern beef production system for the same period received $2.90/kg sold, while CoP was recorded 
at $2.98. Meaning the average production system in southern NSW lost $0.08/kg. 
While the variation between northern and southern production systems over the long term is significant, it is worth noting that these 
results are for an average production system.  A closer look at the data, particularly for those in the top 25% for both regions shows 
greater degrees of variation again.  In the north the Top 25% of producers long term performance showed their average price received 
was $2.72/ kg.  Surprisingly this is some $0.10/kg lower than that received by the average producer.  However, their CoP was also 
much lower at $1.59, resulting in an operating margin of $1.13/kg.
In Southern systems a similar trend is observable.  The Top 25% of producers received an average $2.86 (some $0.04/kg less than 
the average) while their CoP was lower at $2.02. The operating margin for these businesses was $0.84/kg.
Taking the time to understand the financial position of a business is invaluable before embarking on a program of significant change 
to a herd or business structure.  Production of beef per hectare is actually one of the greatest influences on cost of production and 
should be one of the key focus points for most producers.
While there are many ways producers can increase their production of beef per hectare, focussing on fertility should be a priority 
in any system.  Fundamentally producers should be focussed on running a breeding herd where all breeding females are capable 
of conceiving and delivering a calf within a twelve-month period and then raising that calf to weaning while successfully re-joining.  
This is an achievable goal for beef producers.  However, it does require some focussed management ad careful attention to nutrition 
as well as a focus on selection and the genetic traits that impact on fertility.  
It is possible to select genetics for increased fertility within herds.  However, many of the traits associated with fertility tend to be of 
lower heritability, meaning the environment an animal lives in has much higher influence on how this trait may be expressed.  Selection 
within breed can take a number of generations to significantly change the performance of a herd for traits with low heritability.
Cross breeding offers producers an opportunity to increase the rate of improvement in many traits.  The impact of heterosis can be 
very significant in production traits such as growth or weaning weight.  However, the greatest impact is often seen in traits that have 

Driving profit through heterosis – 
Opportunities with cross breeding

BY ALASTAIR  RAYNER 
PR INCIPAL RAYNERAG
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lower heritability.  As a result, cross breeding can have a significant impact on improving this aspect of a herd’s overall performance 
and can measurably contribute to improved fertility and ultimately increased kilograms of beef produced per hectare each year.
For many producers, cross breeding is not a new concept. However, there can be a reluctance for producers to consider implementing 
a system in their own business due to perceptions about difficulties in managing a program.  These perceptions may include access to 
replacements, market considerations or loss of adaptability to an environment.  To some degree these perceptions are often the result 
of poorly planned or poorly managed systems.  Well-designed cross breeding programs offer significant production improvements. 
As long as a plan has been clearly defined and well followed the advantages generally surpass any associated challenges that may 
arise.
Two very effective cross breeding systems are the Two Breed Cross and 
the Rotational Cross.  The two-breed cross is the most common system 
for many people.  It simply involves using a bull from a different breed 
over the existing cow breed in a herd.
The progeny – known as F1 will display greater levels of production when 
compared to their straightbred siblings.
This system often results in increases in weaning weight increases of up 
to 5 -7% compared to the performance of strightbred cattle used in the 
program.
This system of cross breeding is extremely useful for situations where the 
cow herd may be well adapted to a given environment. Many producers 
with Bos indicus bred females in north, central and coastal Queensland 
use this method to specifically improve traits such as growth, improved carcase, feed conversion efficiency and vigour trough selecting 
a sire from a breed with these traits.
The use of Red Angus genetics is increasing in many areas as northern producers seek to improve these traits while retaining a red 
coat as part of their adaptation to heat.  The impact of coat colour and an animal’s ability to cope with high temperatures has been 
well researched.  Darker coated cattle are less heat tolerant, and as a result consume less and grow more slowly than lighter coated 
cattle.  The impact of the heat can actually outweigh any advantages that may be gained from a cross breeding program.  The choice 
of a sire is therefore of particular importance in order to ensure these gains are not lost.  
One of the limitations of an F1 crossbreeding system is sourcing replacement females.  There is generally a strong demand for F1 
females which can be an attractive option for producers, but there can be a reluctance to purchase or to actually source suitable 
replacement females.  In this case it is possible to consider undertaking a rotational or Criss Cross system.

… cont’d on page 16
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… from page 15
In this system a breeding herd can be divided into two groups.  One 
group is joined to sires of the original breed, while the second are 
joined to a new breed.  

In the following year those bulls are swapped over to join with the 
alternative breeding group.  Replacement heifers are selected from 
either group.  For maximum impact, at least one of the breeds should 
have strong maternal traits.  These systems can result in production 
increases of 10 – 20% weaning weights compared to straightbred 
cattle. 

It is important that producers don’t focus solely upon the increases 
that are possible.  The most successful programs are those which firstly follow a clear program.  Equally significant is the need to 
focus on the choice of breeds and selection of sires within a breed.  It is true that choosing sires with average performance data (or 
no data) will still result in heterosis and improved performance in the progeny.  However, average cattle will result in only slightly 
better than average production.

Longer term choosing to select cattle with better than bred average performance data will improve the overall outcome as well as 
increasing the overall rate of genetic improvement in a herd.  The Red Angus data that now includes a Northern Steer Index (NTH) is 
a very useful tool for producers who are both seeking a sire to use in northern programs as well as for breeders looking to provide 
bulls into this region.

The Northern Steer Index considers the use of Brahman cows as a base, with the heifers being retained for breeding.  This is effectively 
describing the commencement of a rotational crossbreeding program.  Ideally producers who are attempting to meet a northern 
demand for cattle that improve production and eating quality should pay close attention to this index ad to the individual traits that 
contribute to how it is derived.

A well-designed cross breeding program, that uses above average and well described genetics generally captures improvements not 
only in increased weaning weights.  Traits such as birth weight and gestation length do have an impact on calving rates and ultimately 
on kilograms of beef produced per hectare.  In addition to these advantages, many producers who have struggled to achieve critical 
mating weights for heifers or to retain body condition scores on lactating cows have observed the superior performance of cross 
bred cows in these traits to straight bred females.  These are important considerations for producers aiming to achieve a 12-month 
calving interval.  

As beef producers seek to find effective and efficient methods to reduce their Cost of Production and increase their operating margins, 
the opportunities for cattle with accurate and reliable performance data will only increase.  Producers will seek to use these cattle 
not only in strightbred programs, but increasingly in crossbreeding systems for the advantages outlined previously.  Longer term the 
increased variation in weather events, particularly the number of extreme heat events will also influence many producers’ decisions 
on sires and breeds.  Its highly likely that breeders who can offer cattle that can at the very least tolerate heat events combined with 
well described genetics will find their cattle in increased demand.
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SOUTHERN HIGHLANDS NSW
Yallambee Angus

Contact David Croker for all enquiries (0405 155 404)

yallambeeangus.com.au

The first of the red progeny from $100,000 sire Milwillah Blackout are now
impressive yearlings. Yallambee Angus will offer these bulls and others at the

Red Angus Invitational Sale in Tamworth (13 June 2024)

AtYallambeeAngus we focus on fe�ility, structure and carcase traits,
without sacri�cingmaternal function.
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Taking a 
Chance on 

Something New
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Burnham Grazing operates in Central Queensland, 30km south 
of Biloela in the Banana Shire. The commercial beef business 
is owned and operated by Dan and Emma-Jane Burnham who 
raise their family and rotationally graze up to 900 head of cattle 
on roughly 6000 acres of bottle tree scrub which melds into 
ironbark ridge country.
Rotational grazing with a regenerative focus, Burnham Grazing 
meets multiple markets with their breed. Burnham Grazing is 
USDA NOP certified organic and provide a local, online ‘Farmer 
to Fridge’ market where they supply multiple local retail outlets 
with their grass-fed beef as well as sending cattle to either their 
local processors or feedlot markets as the seasons dictate.
The focus on regenerative grazing means that cattle are a tool in 
the development and improvement of the natural systems. This 
means that if the grass is slow to grow, as it is in the current 
season, the Burnhams will aim to offload cattle to whichever 
market will provide the best return.
The Burnhams require their cattle to be able to meet multiple 
markets – to both finish on grass to a high standard and appeal 
to feedlots.
It is with this fluid goal in mind that the Burnhams began looking 
at a British bred bull that would produce cattle to meet these 
expectations. The Burnhams had the goal to prioritize bulls with 
low birthweights for ease of calving as well as early maturing 
genetics and for the bulls to share the ability to lay intramuscular 
fat for the paddock to plate market with their offspring.

This business focus is what led to Burnham Grazing purchasing 
two grassfed and grass finished Red Angus bulls from the 
paddock in 2022. The EBV data the David Hobbs and the team 
at Round-Em-Up was able to provide along with the videos to 
physically assisted with the decision to purchase. Burnham 
Grazing were very happy with the resulting calves that landed in 
the spring of 2022 and went back to purchase three more bulls 
from Round-Em-Up Angus in 2023.
A majority of the breeder herd has a brahman base from Boogal 
Cattle Co bulls, to best allow for tick resistance, meet Central 
Queensland conditions, travel well in forest country as well as 
ease of management. The Red Angus bulls, not having to come 
off grain, acclimatized quite well and aside from a possible case 
of overwork, efficiently fit into the rotational grazing system with 
the breeders and had no issues moving with the herd.
The Burnhams’ are very impressed with the work ethic of the 
bulls and the cross of Red Angus. From the straight Brahman 
breeders to Brahman/European cross breeders and the Hereford/
Brahman cross heifers from previous years, the Burnhams’ are 
finding well-presented and muscular calves on the ground with 
little to no calving issues with the Red Angus influence. 
Burnham Grazing plan to keep all Red Angus heifers and back to 
Brahman to retain for a future breeding herd. Dan, Emma-Jane 
and their family are looking forward to see how the steer calves 
present in 2024 on the hook and cannot be more pleased that 
they chose to try something new with the Red Angus breed.
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By Lea Coghlan Queensland Country Life

It may pale in comparison to the size of some other beef 
breeds but there’s no arguing Red Angus packs a mighty 
punch when it comes to carcase traits after finishing 
a close second in the prestigious Stan Hill Memorial 
Perpetual Trophy at the 2023 Sydney Royal Easter Show.

The team of three Red Angus steers, exhibited by 
Redgums Red Angus, Yambuna, Victoria, and White 
Family Beef, The Lagoon, NSW, achieved 249.84 points, 
a meagre 0.09 behind first place.

In doing so, the Red Angus team held out more than 150 
entries from 11 other beef breeds, proving the carcase 
quality of the breed.

David Hobbs, a director on the Red Angus Society of 
Australia, said the achievement emphasised the Red 
Angus breed’s carcase qualities.

“There’s been a real emphasis from our board and the 
technical committee to improve the breed’s status 
when it comes to carcase and meat eating qualities like 
marbling and fat cover,” Mr Hobbs said.

“We have put more emphasis on traits that are going to 
help other breeds.

“And I think it’s starting to shine through.

“We are starting to see a lot more marbling and more fat 
cover without greatly impacting muscling in the breed.

“I think we’ve always known that Red Angus can do it.

“It’s just a matter of proving it and getting the runs on the 
board and people acknowledging it.”

Cliff and Maree Downey, Redgums Red Angus, owned 
two of the three-steer team.

Mr Downey said the result was validation for the Red 
Angus breed, which was gaining popularity in the 
Australian beef industry.

“There’s a lot of people across the country that favour 
Red Angus,” Mr Downey said.

“This is now quantified by results in a prestigious carcase 
competition.

“This achievement is going to be a great validation for 
what we’ve been saying, that Red Angus is at the top or 
near the top for carcase qualities.”

The Downeys have been seedstock producers for eight 
years, with a focus on carcase quality.

In establishing the stud, the couple drew on their 
experience in non-agricultural industries - education 
and project management - and transferred their success 
using data to drive improvement, to the seedstock 
industry.

“We wanted a breed that had excellent carcase 
characteristics Red Angus has,” Mr Downey said.

Carcase Worthy Steers
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Cliff Downey 
showcases his 

ribbons from the 
Sydney Royal
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“We did some research and found that the Red Angus performs 
extremely well in the US with many Red Angus certified feeder 
steer programs.

“It is huge over there and one of the selling points is its hardiness 
and ability to function well in harsh environments.”

The couple was influenced by the breed’s proven success in 
the US and Canada, where most of the Australian Red Angus 
genetics are drawn from.

“We take a lot of notice of the Expected Progeny Differences 
(EPDs) in the US,” Mr Downey said.

“In terms of the carcase side, we have focused on US genetics.”

As part of their journey to “prove” the carcase traits of the Red 
Angus to Australian commercial beef producers, the Downeys 
formed a partnership with a Texas stud, XACT Genetic Ranch.

They collected and imported Fantastic Starr F114 - the sire to one 
of the steers that formed the successful team at Sydney Royal.

“The steer had an average birth weight but just like the EPDs, he 
had explosive growth - and fantastic carcase qualities as shown 
with the result,” Mr Downey said.

“He weighed 433kg and was just turning 10 months old at Sydney 
Royal.”

Being part of the result at Sydney Royal Show with the Red 
Angus breed was particularly rewarding for White Family Beef, 
The Lagoon, NSW.

The WFB steer, 10.5 months old and weighing 380kg, was the 
among the first drop of calves by WD Quicksilver, the walking sire 
for the Red Angus stud owned by 12-year-old Max White.

The steer, which finished with 86.2 points, was part of Max’s 
eight-member show team in the Red Angus exhibition arena.

Max’s father, Lee White, who runs a successful Hereford stud, 
said the family was pleasantly surprised with the result.

“He didn’t place anywhere in his hoof class,” Mr White said.

“He was at the bottom of the specification because he was so 
young, so we were unsure how he was going to fare.

“It was fantastic and pretty exciting for our first steer.”

Mr White said the result proved the breed was heading in the 
right direction.

“It shows how competitive the Red Angus breed is,” Mr White 
said.

“That we can match or even breed in a more consistent direction 
than some other breeds.”

As a breed, Red Angus has a number of attributes including 
high-yielding and superior marbling quality that improve beef 
tenderness, flavour, texture and meat colour.

Mr Hobbs said Red Angus was one of the most sought-after 
breeds in America for carcase qualities.

While Australia’s industry had not yet reached that status, it was 
certainly on its way.

“The other great attribute of the breed is that it can tolerate the 
hotter climates better than probably some of the other breeds,” 
Mr Hobbs said.

“Commercial producers are looking at the breed as a terminal 
breed or using them in maternal breeding as well.”

1221 Junction Rd, Perup WA 6258       wyndarragrazing@outlook.comKent & Nicole Muir
Wyndarra Red Angus

0438 724 282

ENQUIRIES AND VISITORS ALWAYS WELCOME

Find us on Facebook and Instagram!

www.wyndarragrazing.com.au
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Working Wonders in Tassie

By Julia Wythers, The Land
A couple of Red Angus heifers in a mob.
This was all it took for Mark Webb to fall in love with Red 
Angus, and he hasn’t looked back since.
Mr Webb, Stuartmead, Whitemore, Tasmania, has been 
breeding Red Angus for decades, but he came across them 
by chance.
Mr Webb’s main enterprise is finishing prime lambs on his 
500-hectare property. But cattle played an important role - 
following the sheep and cleaning up any feed they didn’t want.

He originally bought Angus cattle in 2004 from Beltrees 
Station, Scone, for this purpose. But when he bought his next 
lot of Angus heifers from Yea, Victoria, there were a couple of 
Red Angus heifers in the mix.
Mr Webb was intrigued.
“I just took a liking to them,” he said. “At the end of the day 
they are still Angus - just a different colour.”
It was more than a liking - he went out and bought more Red 
Angus breeders, as well as a bull.
At this stage he was running two herds - one Angus and one 
Red Angus.
But he felt he wasn’t running enough of either to do them 
real justice. So he chose Red Angus.
“Angus are a dime a dozen and we knew we could get back 
into them easily if we wanted,” he said. “But I had a soft spot 
for the Red Angus.”
Today he runs around 120 mature pure Red Angus cows, as 
well as 30 heifers.
“Their temperament is really good, they have very good 
doing ability, and they are good shaped cattle. They are very 
popular - I have repeat buyers wanting to buy the steers,” 
he said.
He said Tasmania was perfect for a grass finishing production. 
“The Red Angus really suits that particular market.”
He buys his bulls from David Croker, Yallambee stud, Berrima.
“What I like about David’s bulls is that he is commercially 
focused,” he said. “He breeds good, strong, functional cattle 
that can go out and compete in a range of environments. His 
breeding program suits what we are trying to achieve.”
When Mr Webb is choosing a bull, he looks at structure first.
“I’m looking for correctness. I look at how he stands, his 
claw displacement, good strong legs and hindquarters. I’m 
looking for meat and a good, strong frame.”
He then looks for a calm temperament.
Calving starts at the beginning of August for eight weeks, but 
Mr Webb is aiming to reduce it down to six.
He weans his calves in February or March, with the weaners 
grazing on pasture that is under irrigation.
“I find the calves, even if the year is tight, they do well getting 
over the weaning process. I find they outperform the ones 
that are weaned later.”
He sells his steers as weaners on AuctionsPlus, and after 
selecting the best of his heifers to keep as breeders, he sells 
them.
Mostly they go to people wanting them as breeders, but they 
are also exported to China.
“We have had years where the Red Angus have made more 
than black cattle. They suit our operation. They are good, 
soft, easy cattle to work with and handle.”
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Serves 6

Ingredients
1.8kg beef spare ribs

1 cup hickory bbq sauce

300g dried macaroni

1/2 cup natural yoghurt

1/3 cup chopped herbs of your choice 
+extra, to serve

300g pre-pack coleslaw

150g green beans, thinly sliced

1 tbsp olive oil

Zest and juice of 1 lime +  
extra wedges, to serve

Method 
1. Rub beef ribs with half the hickory 

sauce. Place in a single layer on a 
large baking tray lined with baking 
paper. Season. Cover with plastic 
wrap and refrigerate for 1-2 hours 
to marinate.

2. Preheat oven to 160°C (140°fan-forced). Bring ribs to room temperature. Cover with foil and roast for 1 
hour 15 minutes to 1 hour 30 minutes or until tender.

3. Meanwhile, cook macaroni according to packet instructions. Drain and set aside in a large bowl to cool 
slightly. Add yoghurt and herbs. Season and toss to coat.

4. In a large bowl combine coleslaw, beans, oil, lime zest and juice. Season and toss to coat.

5. Preheat a lightly oiled barbecue or char-grill to medium heat. Cook ribs, turning occasionally and basting 
with remaining hickory sauce for 7-10 minutes or until charred and sticky. Cut into individual ribs and 
serve with macaroni salad, coleslaw, extra herbs and lime wedges.

Tips 
• Marinate ribs in the fridge for up to 24 hours for maximum flavour. To save time cook ribs in oven the day 

before and finish on the barbecue on the day of serving.

• Beef short ribs can also be used in this recipe – around 2- 2 ½ hours in the oven, then 10-15 minutes on 
the barbecue.

• Buy macaroni pasta salad pre-made at the supermarket or deli to save time.

• Use herbs that you already have in the fridge – mint, parsley, basil, chives or coriander would all work well.

Recipe courtesy of Australian Beef. For more great recipes and 
beef information go to www.australianbeef.com.au/recipes

Hickory Glazed 
Beef Ribs
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5 Emerging Types 
of Consumer: 

A BREAKDOWN OF MEAT EATERS

BY PAIGE C ARLSON,  
DROVERS.COM

PHOTOS SOURCED FROM  
RED ANGUS AMERIC A
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Consumer trends change, and your livestock operation can benefit from understanding how the 
meat case choices connect back to your operation. 

So, what is it that consumers want?
The meat case culture is ever-evolving, and it’s changed at a more rapid pace in recent years, 
according to Midan Marketing’s most recent meat consumer segmentation insight report. In its 
third edition and company’s most recent study of shoppers, research aimed to find key consumer-
related insights into what consumers want in their meat purchases.

“Between the pandemic and the economic uncertainty that followed, consumers’ habits and 
behaviors have shifted across the board. Understanding the modern meat consumer is integral 
to offering products that meet their needs and reaching them with relevant messaging,” notes 
the report.

Surveying a national sample of 1,300 U.S. adult consumers who had eaten and purchased meat 
or poultry in the past three months, Midan Marketing determined five new meat consumer 
segments and the percentage of consumers in each category.

Here’s a look at each segment and their specific purchasing characteristics.
Connected Trendsetters, 14%

Defined by their connection—to the internet—these meat eaters are adventurous, love meat and 
are interested in trying new things, Midan details. Influenced by what they see online, 75% say 
they look to influencers for inspiration on what new products to try. This group is the youngest of 
the segments, with an average age of 37, and are the most engaged with their meat purchases.

CLAIM SEEKERS, 24%

Looking for claims—organic, humanely raised, grass-fed or raised without antibiotics—this group 
believes in buying meat that they consider to be healthy for their bodies, the meat animals and the 
planet. Willing to pay more for products that meet their expectations, these customers ultimately 
look at packaging and labels and are most likely to purchase products from national brands.

CONVENIENCE CRAVERS, 17%

Time is of the essence for these meat eaters—as there is usually not enough time for a sit-down 
meal with meat and they find it hard to cook meat perfectly, Midan reports. Using online shopping 
to save time and seeking out value-added meat products are common meat buying patterns for 
the group. This segment also depends on apps to research recipes and promotions and can be 
influenced by on-product recipes and in-store displays.

COMMITTED CARNIVORES, 23%

Found sitting down for family meals and cooking from scratch, their love for meat drives their 
decisions—not label claims or other statements. With 96% saying their entire family enjoys meat 
and 85% of them can’t imagine giving up its taste, this segment is more likely to live in the 
Midwest and in small or rural towns, Midan says. Often found shopping at traditional retailers, 
this group usually has a solid plan before entering the store. However, in-store sales, deals and 
coupons may change that plan for the right price.

CLASSIC PALATES, 22%

Defined by habit, this group is used to having meat in their meals and are likely to stick to what 
they know. However, 57% of this group feels meat is too expensive right now, leading some to 
only buy meat when it’s on promotion or sale. Influencing these customers may be challenging, 
Midan explains, as 44% of the group says nothing would influence them to change their mind 
once in-store.

… cont’d on page 26
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… from page 25

More Takeaways From the Research 
Regardless of which segment consumers fall under, it’s important to understand the desires of those who are purchasing meat 
whether it’s in-store, online or through another avenue.
Of all the consumers surveyed, here are notable statistics found by Midan Marketing:
•    50% say meat should only come from farmers that practice sustainable agriculture
•    32% agree that concerns about meat production harming the environment are overstated
•    22% rely on convenient meat products
Of all Generation Z consumers surveyed:
•    37% look to influencers for inspiration for new products to try
•    65% agree a brand’s social media presence influences their fresh meat and poultry purchase decisions
•    75% think about sustainability at least some when purchasing fresh meat
With these statistics in mind, these questions may be valuable for your operation to consider:
•    As livestock producers, how can we position our operation and promote the product we raise to best serve meat eaters 
across the U.S.? 
•    Is there an opportunity for our farm or ranch to help encourage meat enthusiasts to buy our protein at retail stores or 
directly from the farm or ranch?
•    Are there production practices we are already doing, or could easily implement, that would encourage more meat eaters 
to buy our product? If so, how can we showcase these practices?
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Graeme Bruce and his partner Esther Tay operate a beef, lamb 
and dry-ageing business on 650 acres just an hour and a quarter 
north of Melbourne at the picturesque Goldie Valley. Six years 
ago, the pair moved from Wangaratta where the dry-aging 
operation was originally established.

Ten years ago, Graeme’s attention was caught by an overseas 
article on the process of dry ageing. The following four years 
of a general interest and communicating with CSIRO and MLA, 
Graeme and Esther built a cool room with the intention of 
creating their own dry aged meat. Originally trialing the process 
began with their flock of White Dorper Sheep. 

Today, Graeme and Esther breed a commercial Red Angus herd 
alongside their Aussie White flock. Following the ‘paddock-to-
plate’ initiative, Graeme and Esther present pasteurized, dry-
aged Red Angus beef and Aussie White lamb to a wide variety 
of customers. 

With a Himalayan rock salt wall, scientifically proven 
temperatures, distinct humidity settings and specified wind 
speed, the dry-aging room differs from a standard cool room. 
Graeme explained a simplified production process where the 
cattle are sent to Hardwicks abattoir. From there, the carcass is 
transported back to Springhill Park. Once transported, the beef is 
hung for dry-ageing and is left for 21 days. Graeme ideally would 
prefer the meat to dry-age for 45 days, however strict Victorian 
regulations and cost constraints prevent Graeme and Esther 
from extending their PrimeSafe license for a longer aging period.

After the 21 days, the carcass is dressed by one of the four 

butchers employed and cryo-vacced for the wet aging process 
which is conducted in a standard cool room over 7 days. Once 
this is completed, the beef is collected by the consumers. Graeme 
and Esther have a client pool of over 60, with some of their beef 
going to commercial customers who sell the beef at paddock to 
plate operations.  

The cool rooms currently hold up to six carcasses ranging from 
250-350kg at any one time. Graeme and Esther are currently 
looking at improving their production system and plan on 
upgrading their facilities to hold up to 10-12 beef carcasses and 
20 sheep carcasses. They are currently trialing this expansion.

 “The key to success is good people,” said Graeme. The couple 
is extremely mindful of the importance of each small detail and 
tasks. Using this knowledge influences the effects within the 
accomplishment of the business production. Due to Graeme and 
Esther achieving such great success, they continue to offer their 
facilities to other beef producers. Graeme is proud to report that 
their facilities are almost completely booked for 2024 with some 
of their customers travelling up to 3 hours away.

The Red Angus breed fell into Graeme and Esther’s path by sheer 
coincidence. “I have never been a cattle person,” said Graeme. 
The interest in the Red Angus breed initially started back at 
Wangaratta where their White Dorpers were predominately 
run. However, as the family moved to Springhill Park, they were 
quick to learn the terrain was better suited to cattle. During this 
transition, there was also a change from White Dorpers to Aussie 
Whites with bloodlines based from Tattykeel bloodlines.

Red Angus and the 
Allure of Dry-Aged Beef
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What is Dry-Aging?
Prior to the 1960’s the traditional method for ageing 
beef was dry ageing. Unpackaged beef carcasses and 
cuts were hung or racked in chillers with controlled 
temperature and relative humidity conditions. 

Ageing in these conditions is believed to give beef a 
characteristic beefy, roast, buttery, nutty flavour. The 
processing parameters for dry ageing differ from the 
present-day commercial ageing method known as 
wet ageing. The flavour imparted by the dry ageing 
process and the subsequent yield loss as a result 
of the process means dry aged beef commands a 
premium in the high-quality restaurant and retail 
markets. 

Research has shown that the major factors 
influencing the sensory qualities of dry aged beef are; 
storage temperature, ageing time, relative humidity 
and air flow. Ensuring compliance with the set 
points within these parameters controls the growth 
of undesirable microorganisms. The set points also 
need to allow the process to be economically viable 
keeping yield loss to a minimum. 

*Meat and Livestock Australia Limited, 2021, Dry Aged 
Beef – Design and Good Manufacturing Practices 
Review

Fortunately, their Stock and Station agent introduced 
Graeme and Esther to Cliff Downey, Redgums Red Angus. 
The Springhill Red Angus herd’s bloodlines began with the 
acquisition of 17 Redgums Red Angus cattle. Shortly following 
this, Graeme and Esther broadened their genetic base by 
incorporating a bull from Hicks Beef. “We started off there 
and we have grown and now we have about 130 head,” said 
Graham. 

When asked how the Red Angus beef performs, Graeme was 
quick to advise, “It’s really the quality of the genetics that we 
have. It has translated into the quality of the product.”

In July of 2021, Hardwicks Abattoir was purchased by Kilcoy 
Global Foods Family (KGF). This has created a challenge 
for Graeme and Esther as the abattoir is beginning to 
stop processing small batches of livestock, just recently 
announcing the stopping of producing organic beef. KGF 
is now leaning into solely producing packaging lines for 
exported beef. In time, Graeme and Esther will lose one 
of their steps in production. Future thinking Graeme isn’t 
panicking as he is currently studying the possibility of moving 
this production step to be held on farm.

As for the future, Graeme and Esther operations are a 
lifestyle choice. They are currently in succession planning 
as they expand their travel horizons with plans for overseas 
adventures. In the meantime, you’ll find Graeme and Esther 
busy keeping up with the demand of orders of high-quality 
dry-aged beef and lamb. 
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A Snapshot of the year that was… 
After the formation of the youth committee at the 
end of 2022, we took on our first year of business 
with open minds and excitement for what we were 
able to make happen. 

While on the surface 2023 presented a quiet year, with the 
introduction to who we were and our goals at Sydney Royal and 
through social media, countless hours have gone in behind the 
scenes to bring some exciting things your way in 2024. 
Small in numbers but mighty at heart Red Angus youth members 
took on Australia, with countless successes along the way. 
Notably; Jemima Nugent was awarded Reserve Champion NSW 
state parader, Lydia Sanders was awarded Senior Champion 
Herdperson at SA Junior Heifer Expo, Maddy Telford bred the 
supreme Red Angus Exhibit for the 2023 Melbourne Royal 
show, Ryan Knee had great success in the show ring this year 
winning Senior and Grand Champion Bull at Sydney Royal, also 
being awarded Senior Champion Bull at Brisbane Royal. A huge 
congratulations also goes to our senior members and great 
mentors within the breed, GK Red Angus for their success in 
Brisbane and Goondoola Red Angus in Sydney.
2023 was an exciting year for our Junior crew, with members 
across Australia dominating in all aspects of the beef industry. 
Congratulations on a great year Red Angus Youth. 

What’s in store for the coming year? 
As we farewell 2023, we are excited to be giving you a sneak 
peak into what our plans are for 2024. With the new we hope 
to bring new and exciting opportunities for our youth members. 
In the new year we will introduce the inaugural SA Junior Heifer 
Show Scholarship, alongside other scholarships that we are still 
working to finalise. 
We hope to make 2024 a year that will help develop the youth 
in the breed both in and out of our beef industry. As we look 
to attract more youth members across Australia, utilising our 
program to help the youth of tomorrow build their knowledge 
and skills today. 
2024 will bring with it opportunities not yet seen for our youth 
members in the breed. As a committee we believe that skills and 
knowledge are gained through experiences and thus plan to give 
our youth members as many opportunities as possible to gain 
these real life experiences. 
Red Angus is a breed dominated by junior members across the 
Australian show circuit, and we hope to see a continuance of this 
into 2024. We wish all our Red Angus breeders the very best for 
2024 and cannot wait to see what this next year brings. 
Let’s make 2024 the best one yet!

Year in Review

SA Junior Heifer Expo
By Lydia Sanders

Just under 200 participants gathered at the Adelaide Showgrounds for the 
2023 SA Junior Heifer Expo. The four-day event was a fun, educational event 
for young beef enthusiasts from across the country to learn more on the beef 
industry. There were a hatful of Red Angus junior members who attended.
Highlights of the education program included the new Masterchef session, 
Meat Standards Australia meat quality sessions and the Breeding Betsy 
simulator. There was an inclusion of recruitment firm Lucas Group in this year’s 
program which gave entrants an inside look at how recruitment agencies can 
assist with future job searches and how entrants can best present themselves 
when applying for positions. Furthermore, all aspects of cattle 
handling, animal welfare and animal selection were covered 
throughout the event. Each entrant had the opportunity to show 
their animals in both animal and handler classes. Not only did 
participants learn many vital skills, but so many new and old 
friendships were formed.
The SA Junior Heifer Expo was a great success, and it is very 
important for the future of the Australian beef industry. 
Developing the skills and supporting the interests of youth is 
critical in maintaining a progressive industry. A huge thank you 
must go to the committee members who put in tireless hours to 
get the event running. Also, a huge thank you to the sponsors, 
who not only financially supported the event, but also for taking 
the time to participate in the education program.
I highly recommend any Red Angus Youth member who might 
be interested in participating in next year’s event to get in touch.
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By Harry Turnham

At the end of October, we were fortunate enough to have our Youth 
Committee President and Vice President, Charlotte Nugent and Harry 
Turnham selected as the two delegates to represent the breed at the 
ARCBA young breed leaders workshop in Brisbane at the end of October. 
Our Youth Committee President and Vice President, Charlotte Nugent and 
Harry Turnham. 

On the 23rd of October Charlotte Nugent and I travelled to Brisbane to 
attend the two day Australian Cattle Registered Breeders Association 
(ARCBA) Young Beef leaders workshop. ARCBA is a council that is run 
“to provide leadership and support to the Australian cattle seedstock 
industry to produce and market cattle genetics which improve their 
viability as seedstock procedures and the profitability of commercial 
cattle production.” 
The workshop was intended to help inspire and prepare young breeders 
for senior management roles within the beef industry. Over the two days 
we had a range of speakers who were specialists in their fields. From a 
commercial cattle producer to an Australian gold medallist, I found the 
workshop extremely beneficial and I gained a lot of knowledge that I will 
utilise within our Red Angus youth committee. 
The workshop was also a great space to get together with future leaders 
of other breeds and share our ideas with each other on how and where we 
want the seedstock industry to go in the future. I personally got a lot out of 
attending this workshop and it’s something that I fully recommend to other 
young breeders to apply to attend. Overall it was a very knowledgeable 
and enjoyable experience.  

Introducing the Newest 
Youth Committee Member 

Lachlan Moore
Lachlan is based the Mid-Coast Region at Langley Vale, NSW 
where he owns and operates his herd Moorevale Red Angus 
and operates a fitting service. In addition, Lachlan is also the 
Stud and Property Manager for Gotcha Speckle Park where 
he assists in the breeding program, stud marketing and sale 
preparation. 

ARCBA Young Breed Leaders Workshop

Lachlan is very driven with his herd. “I will 
continue to expand our herd without sacrificing 
our quality and core values. These are to 
produce maternal, high milking, functional, 
sleep at night females and masculine, 
structurally correct, high carcass merit bulls,” 
says Lachlan.
In September of this year, Lachlan broke the 
Australian record for purchasing the highest 
selling female at auction, GK Red 624 Dina S2 
from the GK Livestock team at the Power of 
Red Sale, Toowoomba QLD.
Lachlan is very excited to be joining the Youth 
Committee and help promote the Red Angus 
Junior Program.

GK T08 sold by Lachlan Moore at the Power of Red

(L-R) Brooke Iseppi, Kirrily Johnson-Iseppi, Lachlan Moore, Colby Ede
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Charlotte Nugent - President 
Having grown up surrounded by the agricultural 
industry I cemented my passion for the beef 
industry from a young age. Along with my siblings 
I own and operate a small herd of Red Angus 

breeders and have been a Red Angus youth member since we 
established our herd in 2015. I have just completed a Bachelor 
of Agriculture Business Management through Charles Sturt 
in Wagga Wagga, and have applied to complete a Graduate 
Diploma in Communications in 2024, before looking to study a 
Masters in Agriculture Communications through Texas Tech in 
2025. My involvement in the beef industry and especially the 
Red Angus breed has opened many doors for me, providing me 
with countless opportunities throughout my short time in the 
breed. I am a strong believer in the saying that you miss 100% 
of the chances you never take and with that I am very excited 
to be a part of a strong group of young people looking to take 
the breed into the future. Aiming to build youth involvement and 
opportunities in the breed. 

Harry Turnham - Vice President 
Being involved in the agricultural industry, in particular the beef 
industry, my whole life, I have gained a passion for seedstock 
Red Angus. Purchasing my first Red Angus females in 2015 with 
my Dad. Since then I have been a proud producer of Red Angus, 
and I am excited to see what the future holds for the Red Angus 
breed in Australia. When the five current youth council members 
came together at the Melbourne Show in 2022 I knew that it was 

a great opportunity for us to be part of something special for the 
Red Angus breed and for the Red Angus breeders of tomorrow. 
I, like my other committee members, am extremely excited for 
what Red Angus Youth has in store for the coming year. 

Maddy Telford - Secretary 
Hi my name is Maddy Telford I am 20 and live in Hay NSW I have 
been breeding my Red angus since I was 15 . I love the red Angus 
breed for their temperament and how their uniqueness draws 
attention to them. I am excited to be the secretary of the red 
Angus youth as I would love to see some more young people 
passionate for reds as much as I am in the red meat industry. 
I am excited to see what this group can bring and what new 
members we can welcome on board.

Angus Llewellyn - Treasurer 
Hello, my name is Angus Llewellyn. I have grown up and am living 
in Keith SA where I am heavily involved with my family’s mixed 
farming operation. Part of this operation we run 180 registered 
Red Angus breeders, as well as 300 Red Angus commercial 
cattle. I have been heavily involved with Red Angus cattle since 
I was four years old when my family purchased the Jillangolo 
stud. I love Red Angus cattle as they are easy doing, moderately 
framed and commercially relevant. I believe they offer a lot to the 
commercial breeder. I look forward to be working with the Red 
Angus youth in promoting the breed and showcasing what Red 
Angus cattle have to offer.

Lydia Sanders -  
General Committee 
Hello, my name is Lydia Sanders, I 
am 21 years old and based in Keith 
SA. My passion for the Agricultural 
industry kickstarted from the 
involvement with my parent’s 
Murray Grey cattle stud. This saw 
me attending many shows and 
becoming connected with the beef 
industry. Fast forward to today, I am 
now working on a mixed livestock 
property in the upper South 
East, and studying a bachelor of 
Agricultural Business Management 
online through Charles Sturt 
University. My involvement with 
Red Angus cattle began four 
years ago. I highly appreciate the 
breed for their easy doing, carcass 
attributes and temperament. 
I love being involved with the 
Agricultural industry, and I can’t 
wait to work with the Red Angus 
youth members. 

Meet the Youth Committee

(L-R) Maddy Telford. Angus 
Llewellyn, Harry Turnahm, Charlotte 
Nugent and Lydia Sanders.
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Behind the Scenes with Ruby Red Angus, Wyrallah, NSW

Tony and Amelie Martin at the Power of Red Sale

Juniors Out & About

Monique Gapes

Amelie Martin exhibiting her herd, AKM Red Angus

Lydia Sanders and Angus Llewellyn at Melbourne Royal Show 
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Harry and Garry Turnham

Maddy Telford with MGT T3 Supreme Red Angus exhibit 
Melbourne Royal Show

Maddy Telford judging the Interbreed Jackpot Heifer Challenge 
at Finley Show

Jemima Nugent Reserve Champion NSW State Parader,  
Sydney Royal Easter Show 2023

Jemima and Charlotte Nugent at Melbourne Royal Show 2023
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Jemima Nugent winning Grand Champion School Parader  at 
Melbourne Royal Show

The Nugents at Canberra Royal show, Grand Champion Red 
Angus Female, Nuggets Risky Business R1 with heifer calf at foot, 
Nuggets Tequila Shots T3
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Ryan Knee with Barraba Show Supreme Interbred Femal with 
Yallambee Miss

Ryan Knee at the Brisbane Ekka 2023 with Mellowood 1B Miss T 
MWDS07

Ryan Knee with Mellowood 26P Sniper S03

Ryan Knee with the Sydney Royal Easter Show Grand Champion 
Bull and 2023 EKKA Senior Champion Bull Mellowood 26P 
Sniper S03

Maddy Telford associate judging at the Melbourne Royal Show 2023
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By Victoria Surridge

The Western R.B. Angus was re-established in 2021 with the 
inclusion of Red and Black Angus to increase the gene pool 
although Red Angus has and always will have Victoria’s heart. 
From an early age, Victoria noticed one breed in particular; the 
Red and Black Angus breed proved their worth every time within 
enterprises for their exceptional maternal traits, docility, finish 
ability and meat quality in their own merits and in crossbreeding. 
This is the motivation to why she choose to breed and registered 
their family operated Red and Black Angus herd.
Victoria’s family’s background comes from a beef breeding and 
feedlot enterprise in the Great Southern of Western Australia. 
Victoria holds a strong relationship with her parents where they 
still spend a strong amount of time working together. “I feel very 
lucky and honoured to have been raised in a farming family 
and one where my dad taught me the majority of what I know, 
especially working with cattle in particular. Understanding and 
reading cattle to respectfully work them and do so under low 
stress conditions,” says Victoria. “[My father] had the patience 
and time to enjoy life still together all doing what we love. Even 
now my parents unwavering support in listening to my ideas and 
plans while continually working with me and the cattle is beyond 
words, and I am just so appreciative and thankful.”
Formerly known as Western Reds Red Angus, Victoria started her 
stud shortly after finishing high school and earning money within 
her gap year before studying a Bachelor in Animal Science at 
university. 
“For me, my greatest joy is when I am out in the paddock walking 
amongst the cattle, talking with them being just as settled and 
enjoying my company back – often they will come stand right 
close to me just standing their chewing their cud – it’s just 
magical.”
Her love of Red Angus blossomed from observing how well the 
cattle performed, their temperaments and quality whilst working 
for her next-door neighbours helping with their Red Angus stud, 
Balaka Park and feedlot. Shortly after this, the stud started with 6 
females selected from the heart of the Jutland Park and Braeside 
studs. 

As Victoria graduated from her Bachelor of Animal Science 
degree, with First Class Honours and additional units on Feedlot 
Management at University, Victoria applied and was accepted 
working as a Beef Development Officer for the Department of 
Primary Industries, in Western Australia where her main role was 
improving on farm productivity and profitability working with 
beef farmers and the adoption of Western Australia’s first beef 
benchmarking program, whilst working on farm at the same time.
“We challenge ourselves in striving to breed cattle that will 
perform and excel in their natural environments and return 
maximum profit for us and our clients,” states Victoria. With 
emphasis on breeding cows foremost exhibiting docility and 
structural correctness (body, true to breed characteristics 
including udder development) coupled with high maternal traits; 
(fertility, shortened gestation, unassisted calving, quality milk 
production) flowing through to performance driven traits to meet 
the targeted industry objectives for growth and meat quality. 
“This is what we feel exemplifies the Red and Black Angus breed 
and forms the mentos in our herd”
When Victoria started her own family – the juggle between 
managing a stud, a large mixed (cropping, sheep, commercial 
cattle) enterprise farming business the stud became 
overwhelming, and Victoria knew she couldn’t give the time and 
dedication the stud required to do her best. 
Fast track 10 years later and the time had come when she could 
finally get back to her lifelong dreams and fulfillment in breeding 
seedstock genetics. To increase numbers, genetic diversity and 
improve breeding values the stud has been founded on matrons 
from the Western Reds Red Angus Stud, Bandeeka, Coonamble, 
Prime and Gandy females and embryos purchased from Australia 
and Canada as well as importing new semen to Australia.
“I have a huge passion for the beef industry and in particular 
breeding cattle with superior genetics that perform all the way 



along the supply chain.  Being in the driver seat, to select the 
best genetics and support the expression of these genetics 
through management of the environment in particular pasture 
and supplementary feed is a big focus at present.”
Recently joining a pasture grazing course, Victoria wanted to 
gain a better understanding of pasture and management which 
has led to the adoption of rotational grazing which the benefits 
from this year in both pasture composition and quality and the 
flow on effect on the cattle, regarding calf growth and fertility has 
been huge and for Victoria it’s just the start.
Emphasis has always been on collecting data as to Victoria, 
“Information is knowledge” and armed with knowledge, we 
can make better informed decisions, track changes and ensure 
progress is being made in the areas of interest. “We need to 
know what data we need to collect and what to do with it,” says 
Victoria. 
In early 2023, Victoria jumped at the Angus Australia and Achema 
GENANGUS Leadership Program. Victoria obtained a great 
opportunity to gain the insight to correctly set the foundation 
of what she wanted to achieve, reduce distractions and had a 
create a projection of where she wanted. 
“From this program I definitely read a lot more to keep learning 
and discovering in particular how to be a better person in 
general and as a leader within my business and industry, as 
a friend, a family member, with effective communication and 
listening a huge area of importance within the stud and  I highly 
recommend youth’s within the breed to apply next year as it 
one of the most positive life changing experiences I have been 
involved in, not just for business and the beef industry but also 
on a very personal, motivational level.” Says Victoria. 
Victoria focused on researching Red and Black Angus genetics 

all around the world to keep furthering the breed forward and 
meet their objectives for a high-end quality product. 
Since finalising their business plan and breeding objectives, the 
stud moto has been established to encounter the entire supply 
chain of “Breeding for Efficiency and Quality. We don’t want to 
just breed for ourselves but for the entire industry and most 
importantly ensuring consumers rate our beef protein source as 
one of the highest qualities and most consistent time and time 
again.”
Victoria feels very fortunate and lucky to have had many 
opportunities growing up through supportive mentors and 
success at many competitions within beef judging and parading 
which. These opportunities have allowed her to travel all over 
Australia. “Now I would like to give back and pass this opportunity 
on to the youth and support them within the industry so a big 
part of the studs philosophy will be in taking on responsibilities 
at her local agricultural society as councillor of the cattle section 
and provide on farm workshops and training. I am very blessed 
to have three very enthusiastic little followers behind me who 
seem to have picked up the skills and knowledge with ease and 
absolute passion and will be great assets for the industry in 
years to come,” says Victoria.
“Focus going forward will be to increase numbers significantly 
and genetic diversity, adhere to our business plan and objectives 
and measure, build on industry relationships, keep learning, 
researching, and improving on a better annual management 
plan to capture information and improve decisions , support 
youth activities, and lastly focus on improving pasture and 
supplementary feed management to meet the nutritional 
requirements of the cattle and have lots of fun doing this!”
In finishing Victoria would like to pass on especially to the youth, 

“If you really want something you have to be prepared 
to work for it, believe in yourself and be comfortable in 
taking risks. Be open minded, grateful, say you can do 
it to yourself, and you will, look long but play short, and 
keep taking a step no matter how small and be patient. I 
look forward to working with fellow breeders to continue 
the enhancement of this great breed.”

Percy and Sue 
Surridge
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By Judith Mazey, QLD Country Life 
Images sourced from PJ Budler

International stud cattle judge PJ Budler believes the show 
industry in many parts of the world is “divorced” from the 
commercial cattle sector and runs the risk of turning cattle into 
“circus animals”.

A guest judge at the Royal Queensland Show’s stud beef cattle 
for the Fleckvieh and interbreed competitions, Mr Budler was 
raised on a 5th generation cattle, sheep and goat operation in 
South Africa.

In 2012, he moved to Fort Worth, Texas, where he started work for 
global company, Trans Ova Genetics, which was recently bought 
out by Urus, the largest cattle genetics company in the world.

In the past 10 years, Mr Budler has travelled to 106 countries and, 
following the Ekka competition, will have judged 92 breeds in 43 
countries on every continent.

When asked about what he looks for as a stud cattle judge, Mr 
Budler said he focused on the traits that were profit drivers such 
as fertility, longevity, functional efficiency and adaptability.

“It’s not that I don’t look for muscle…and marbling, it’s just that 
those traits are irrelevant if we don’t first lay the foundations of 
the fundamental traits,” he said.

“We all want muscle, but we don’t want it at the expense 
of hormonal balance or skeletal structure or athleticism or 
adaptability to your environment.

Ekka 2023: 
International stud cattle judge 

gives his views on the show industry
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“Where I think a lot of industries (cattle breeds) run into problems 
is where they have this prototype in mind that they think works 
anywhere, but it’s not necessarily adapted to the climate, to the 
cattle culture or to the market.

“You have to do that fundamental, less sexy work first before you 
start building on all the traits that everyone markets.”

Mr Budler said there had been a divorce between the commercial 
cattle and show industries in recent decades.

“I think we can have industry appropriate, functioning efficient 
cattle in the show ring and that would be my advice (to Australian 
stud breeders) – to keep it real, to keep them sound and keep 
them industry relevant otherwise they will eventually be like 
circus animals that come out and entertain people, but have no 
value in the industry,” he said.

“What keeps Australia more on the straight and narrow is the fact 
that there aren’t too many (stud cattle) shows (here).

“For example, in Texas, there’s a show every weekend – if you 
really want to show cattle, you can go to 40 shows a year, but 
that produces an animal that is not industry relevant.”

Mr Budler cited the case of a good show heifer which is “done” 
after three shows.

He said these specialist show cattle end up being completely 
different to what would thrive and be profitable and productive 
in a commercial operation.

Luckily, in Australia, where there were not many stud shows, Mr 
Budler believes breeders are not guilty of that situation

“It’s not like a circus, it’s not every weekend,” he said.

As to what breed of cattle that Mr Budler prefers, the veteran 
judge was considered in his response pointing out that when 
he was in South Africa he had five different breeds – Brahman, 
Braford, Angus, Hereford and Red Angus.

“When I started out, I was a Hereford guy. I thought everything 
needed a white face, but you soon learn that there’s certain 
environments that Herefords thrive in and there’s certain ones 
that they really don’t …and I think that applies to all breeds,” he 
said.

“I like good cattle. I like functioning efficient cattle that are 
adapted to their environment and I don’t mind what breed they 
are – I’m not too dogmatic about breeds.”

Mr Budler said he saw himself, in the future, being part of the 
process of increasing the global initiative of bringing all the 
cattle breed industries closer together.

“I think if you take just where I have been in the last month… 
Argentina and the US and then some of the European countries, 
Australia and South Africa…there’s not a lot of communication 
between those industries, they’re quite balkanised and I think 
there’s value in bringing them together from a trade perspective,” 
he said.

“But, also sharing ideas and sharing experiences, there’s got to 
be value in that, I think our industry needs to get to know each 
other.”

Victoria Bennett
0428 171 285
admin@westernrbangus.com.au

          westernrbangus

westernrbangus.com.au

CATTLE FOR A THRIVING INDUSTRY- “EFFICIENCY AND QUALITY”

Cattle that perform 
and excel in their 

natural environments, 
returning maximum 

profits

Our newest hand to be 
played - we’re excited!
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Sydney Royal 2023 

Results
Junior Champion Female: Goondoola Trickstar 

T20 (AI) (ET) PSPT20 exhibited by the Powe Family

Reserve Junior Campion Female: Mellowood 

P500 Sweet Rumba MWDS11 exhibited by the Knee 

Family

Senior Champion Female: Goondoola Rebel Miss 

R30 (AI) (AMF) (MAF) (NHF) (OSF) PSPR30 exhibited 

by the Powe Family

Reserve Senior Champion Female: Goondoola 

Royal Flush R40 PSPR40 exhibited by the Powe 

Family

Junior Champion Bull: K5X Significant S117 (MAF) 

(NHF) (OSF) K5XS117 exhibited by S Hayward and K 

Smith

Reserve Junior Champion Bull: Star Red 

Sylvester LEJS16 exhibited by Graham and Sandra 

Jordan

Senior Champion Bull: Mellowood 26P Red 

Sniper (AI) MWDS03 exhibited by the Knee Family

Grand Champion Female: Goondoola Rebel Miss 

R30 (AI) (AMF) (MAF) (NHF) (OSF) PSPR30 exhibited 

by the Powe Family

Grand Champion Bull: Mellowood 26P Red 

Sniper (AI) MWDS03 exhibited by the Knee Family

Best Exhibit: Goondoola Rebel Miss R30 (AI) 

(AMF) (MAF) (NHF) (OSF) PSPR30 exhibited by the 

Powe Family

Breeders Group:

1. Goondoola Livestock

2. White Family Beef

3. Goonoo

Best Maintained Red Angus Team 2 to 5 head: 

Redgums Tough Guy MCDT6 exhibited by the 

Downey Family

Best Maintained Red Angus Team over 5 head: 

WFB Jolley S004 (MAF) (NHF) (OSF) WFBS004 

exhibited by White Family Beef
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Best Exhibit: Goondoola Rebel Miss R30

Grand Champion Bull: Mellowood 26P Red Sniper

Senior Champion Female: Goondoola Rebel Miss R30



Brisbane Royal 2023

Results
Junior Champion Female: Goonoo 
Red Tallulah GSJT1 exhibited by Graham 
and Sandra Jordan

Reserve Junior Champion Female: 
Rosemullion Red Tiara (AI) HMDT16 
exhibited by Heather Davies

Senior Champion Female: GK Red 
624 Dina S2 (AI) (AMF) (MAF) (NHF) 
(OSF) S02 exhibited by Kirrily Johnson-
Iseppi

Reserve Senior Champion Female: 
Boonyouin Mittagong S26 (MAF) (NHF) 
(OSF) MAKS26 exhibited by Tony Martin

Junior Champion Bull: K5X 
Significant S117 (MAF) (NHF) (OSF) 
K5XS117 exhibited by Graham and 
Sandra Jordan

Reserve Junior Champion Bull: 
Goonoo Red Tommy GSJT3 exhibited by 
Graham and Sandra Jordan

Senior Champion Bull: Mellowood 
26P Red Sniper S03 exhibited by the 
Knee Family

Reserve Senior Champion Bull: 
Star Red Sylvester (AMF) (MAF) (NHF) 
(OSF) LEJS16 exhibited by Graham and 
Sandra Jordan

Grand Champion Female: K5X 
Significant S117 (MAF) (NHF) (OSF) 
K5XS117 exhibited by Graham and 
Sandra Jordan

Grand Champion Bull: GK Red 624 
Dina S2 (AI) (AMF) (MAF) (NHF) (OSF) 
S02 exhibited by Kirrily Johnson-Iseppi
Grand Champion Red Angus 
Exhibit: GK Red 624 Dina S2 (AI) (AMF) 
(MAF) (NHF) (OSF) S02 exhibited by 
Kirrily Johnson-Iseppi
Champions of Champions Grand 
Champion Female of the Show: GK Red 
624 Dina S2 (AI) (AMF) (MAF) (NHF) (OSF) 
S02 exhibited by Kirrily Johnson-Iseppi
Breeders Group 
1. Mellowood Red Angus
2. Goonoo Red Angus
Pair of Bulls: Goonoo Red Angus
Progeny Stakes Group: Goonoo Red 
Angus
Red Angus selected in the Top 3 
Champion of Champions Pair

Grand Champion Bull: K5X Significant S117  
Image courtesy of QLD Country Life

Champions of Champions Grand Champion 
Female of the Show: GK Red 624 Dina S2
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Grand Champion Bull: WFB 
Spider Monkey WFBS140

Senior Champion Female: 
Nuggets Risky Business

Grand Champion Female:  
Nuggets Risky Business

Canberra Royal 2023
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Results
Junior Champion Female: WFT Moo Helena S77 
(MAF) (NHF) (OSF) WFBS077, exhibited by White 
Family Beef and Moorfields

Reserve Junior Champion Female: Goonoo Red Ting GSJT7, 
exhibited by Sally Prass
Senior Champion Female: Nuggets Risky Business (AI) NUGR1, 
exhibited by Nuggets Red Angus
Reserve Senior Champion 
Female: Goonoo E16 Red Kiss 
K24 GSJK24, exhibited by Sally 
Prass
Junior Champion Bull: WFB 
Spider Monkey (MAF) (NHF) 
(OSF) WFBS140, exhibited by 
the White Family Beef

Grand Champion Bull: WFB Spider Monkey (MAF) (NHF) (OSF) 
WFBS140, exhibited by White Family Beef
Grand Champion Female: Nuggets Risky Business (AI) 
NUGR1, exhibited by Nuggets Red Angus
Supreme Exhibit: WFB Spider Monkey (MAF) (NHF) (OSF) 
WFBS140, exhibited by White Family Beef
Breeders Group: White Family Beef and Moorefields
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Supreme Champion Red Angus: 
Red Rock Starburst RLBS4

Perth Royal 2023

Results
Junior Champion Female: Red Rock Tinsel (AI) 
RLBT4, exhibited by Peter and Rebecca Bantock
Reserve Junior Champion Female: Kildarra 
Maisey T18, exhibited by Trevlyn Smith
Senior Champion Female: Red Rock Starburst 
(AI) RLBS4, exhibited by Peter and Rebecca 
Bantock
Reserve Senior Champion Female: Kildarra 
Floss R10 G6SR10, exhibited by Trevlyn Smith
Junior Champion Bull: Red Rock Thor (AI) 
RLBT10, exhibited by Peter and Rebecca Bantock
Reserve Junior Champion Bull: Kildarra Twenty 
One T17 (AI) (MAF) (NHF) (OSF) G6ST17, exhibited 
by Trevlyn Smith
Grand Champion Female: Red Rock Starburst 
(AI) RLBT10, exhibited by Peter and Rebecca 
Bantock
Grand Champion Bull: Red Rock Starburst (AI) 
RLBT10, exhibited by Peter and Rebecca Bantock
Grand Champion Red Angus Exhibit: Red 
Rock Starburst (AI) RLBT10, exhibited by Peter and 
Rebecca Bantock
Pair 
1. Red Rock Red Angus Stud
2. Kildarra Red Angus Stud
Breeders Group of Three
1. Red Rock Red Angus Stud
2. Kildarra Red Angus Stud

Red Rock Starbust RLBS4 with her calf which is 
sired by Yallambee Revival YRAQ56

Junior Champion Bull: Red Rock Thor (AI) 
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Results
Junior Champion Female: Diamond Catch The Red Wood 
(AI) CFI22T417, exhibited by Christie Fuller

Reserve Junior Champion Female: Jillangolo Cadence T72 
AOJT72, exhibited by L & M Llewellyn & Co.

Senior Champion Female: Jillangolo Robbie R81 AOJR81, 
exhibited by L & M Llewellyn & Co.

Reserve Senior Champion Female: Allira Park Saige (AI) 
APRS03, exhibited by Lisa Hosking

Junior Champion Bull: Jillangolo Transformer T37 AOJT37, 
exhibited by L & M Llewellyn & Co.

Reserve Junior Champion Bull: Jillangolo Tonight Is The 
Night T105 AOJT105, exhibited by L & M Llewellyn & Co.

Grand Champion Female: Diamond Catch The Red Wood 
(AI) CFI22T417, exhibited by Christie Fuller

Grand Champion Bull: Jillangolo Transformer T37 AOJT37, 
exhibited by L & M Llewellyn & Co.

Grand Champion Red Angus Exhibit: Diamond Catch The 
Red Wood CFI22T417, exhibited by Christie Fuller

Breeders Group: Jillangolo Reds

Pair of Bull and Female: Jillangolo Reds

Grand Champion Bull  Jillangolo Transformer T417 
Image courtesy of Stock Journal

Supreme Exhibit: Diamond Catch the Redwood (AI) 
Image courtesy of Stock Journal
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Melbourne Royal Show 2023

Results
Junior Champion Female: Diamond 
Catch The Red Wood (AI) CFI22T417, 
exhibited by Christie Fuller
Reserve Junior Champion Female: 
Jillangolo Cadence T72 AOJT72, exhibited 
by L & M Llewellyn & Co.
Senior Champion Female: Jillangolo 
Primrose P42 AOJP42, exhibited by L & M 
Llewellyn & Co.
Junior 
Champion 
Bull: MGT 
Texas T3 
MGTT3, 
exhibited by 
Maddy Telford

Reserve Junior Champion Bull: 
Yuroke Toby (MAF) (NHF) (OSF) SIMT04, 
exhibited by Peter Simmie
Grand Champion Female: Diamond 
Catch The Red Wood CFI22T417, exhibited 
by Christie Fuller
Grand Champion Male: MGT Texas T3 
MGTT3, exhibited by Maddy Telford

Supreme Exhibit of the Show: MGT 
Texas T3 MGTT3, exhibited by Maddy 
Telford
Best two females under 20 months: L & 
M Llewellyn & Co.
Breeders Group: L & M Llewellyn & Co.
Most Successful Red Angus Exhibitor: 
L & M Llewellyn & Co.

Supreme Exhibit of the Show:  
MGT Texas T3
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Australian Bloodline 
Breeding Program

Image by  Colin Rex
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Nestled across the picturesque landscapes of Piallamore, Nemingha 
and Calala areas around Tamworth NSW. The Jordan’s have several 
properties that are owned and leased over approximately 700 acres of 
irrigation that is used for lucerne, winter cereal hay production and their 
herd, Goonoo Red Angus.
In a seamless transition of generational expertise, Graham and Sandra’s 
son, Wade, along with their daughters, Shaye and Mindy, have assumed 
the reins of the hay enterprise. This dynamic shift in responsibilities 
allows Graham the opportunity to oversee and manage the admired Red 
Angus herd, a task he approaches with the same tenacity and precision 
that has defined his agricultural legacy.
The Jordan family currently runs 75 cows and replacement heifers, 
supported by a formidable line of young bulls and three major stud sires. 
These carefully selected young bulls are going to be available at the 
2024 Invitational Bull Sale in Tamworth, NSW and the esteemed Power 
of Red Sale in Toowoomba, QLD.
In 2008, Goonoo Red Angus was established after the Jordan’s made the transition from Simmental to the Red Angus. The foundation 
of Goonoo’s bloodlines can be traced back to the once-dispersed herds of BST in Molong, NSW, and Trevone Park in Menangle, NSW. 
“We concentrate on Australian bred bulls, and we have found they handle the harsh Australian conditions.” emphasizes Graham. 
Graham prides himself on presenting strong cattle suited for various landscapes across Australia. This commitment ensures that 
Goonoo bulls are not only resilient but also well-suited for a diverse range of Australian landscapes.
Recently, the Jordan family introduced a rising sire to their breeding program — K5X Significant S117. This bull sealed the title of Junior 
Champion Bull at the 2023 Sydney Royal Ester Show, further securing both Junior Champion and Grand Champion Bull titles at the 
2023 Brisbane Royal Ekka. Graham’s confidence in Significant’s potential is firmly rooted in his extensive experience with the bull’s 
dam, Waterfront Design D260, a fixture in Goonoo’s precise line breeding program.
Over the past decade, Graham and his family have navigated the challenge that plagues farmers nationwide: drought. As they prepare 
for the anticipated drought in 2024, Graham’s strategic approach involves keeping the core breeding herd intact while incorporating 
long-term sustainability.
“The Red Angus breed, in our opinion is the complete breed,” said Graham. “The female is an unbelievable mother, and using 
the correct bull has no calving issues.” Graham continues to commend the Red Angus bulls for their success in crossbreeding, 
underscoring the benefits of introducing the poll gene and enhancing overall softness in the herd.

Image by  
Colin Rex

Image by  
Colin Rex

Image by  
Mavstar Photography

Image by  
Colin Rex
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The MUST BE REDS sale was inspired 
by the many regional Red Angus 
consignment sales in the U.S. such as 
Reno Nevada.  The sale at Barnawatha 
is run by agents Corcoran Parker who 
have a long and trusted footprint 
across Northeast Victoria and Southern 
N.S.W. Cliff Downey from Redgums Red 
Angus stud and Jackson Meehan from 
Corcoran Parker devised the sale and 
are committed to running it into the 
future.

The sale is run at the large modern 
Northern Victorian Livestock Exchange 
in conjunction with a store sale at the 
beginning of February.  This gives a 
number of advantages in low overheads, 
buyer drawing power for vendors and 
‘Stocklive Online’. Strategically timed, it 
marks the conclusion of the early store 
sales and the commencement of the 
early bull sales for the year. Cattle are 
delivered late afternoon the day before 
the sale, can be fed overnight and are 
sold the next morning. 

This event is a good opportunity for a 
commercially orientated sale, states 
Mr. Daryl Schipp. The sale incorporates 
all categories of Red Angus, including 
registered, commercial and crossbred 
cattle. Mr, Schipp commented “Cliff 
[Downey] needs to be applauded for his 
foresight in bringing the sale together 
and we hope it keeps expanding.”

Mainstays of cattle supplied and ideas 
for the sale have been Daryl Schipp and 
Lynden Gatenby.  Thus far, the MUST BE 
REDs sale has averaged seven vendors 
at each sale and look to increase this 
number in the future. 

Each year the commercial females have 
outpriced the cattle in the following all 
breeds store sale. Additional highlights 
of the registered cattle sold include 
Schipps Red Wing DC Q17 and calf at 
foot Schipps Red Topgun DCT90 selling 
for $6000. The MUST BE REDS Sale 
also presented 17-month-old, Diamond 
Red New Resolution CFI R417 owned by 
Christie Fuller that sold for an impressive 
$9000.  

Zoe and Daryl Schipp
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Bulls and Females available for Sale   Visitors always welcome 
Red Angus Semen available for Sale   
                Helen Brock & Robert Morey 

184 Seabrook Road, Somerset,  Tasmania 7322 
Mobile 0407 849 704 Helen, Robert 0488 651 888 

Email: bayswater.redangus@netspace.net.au 

BAYSWATER RED ANGUS BAYSWATER RED ANGUS BAYSWATER RED ANGUS eesstt  11999933eesstt  11999933eesstt  11999933      

 Breeding quality grass fed cattle  
to perform under all conditions 

JBAS8  

“MUST BE REDS Sale has the potential 
to take on some of the role of the 
discontinued Red Angus National at 
Dubbo. The coming sale will include 
show potential young heifers, a 
range of registered bulls and females 
and semen lots,” says Cliff Downey.

The next MUST BE REDS Sale will 
be on the 8th of February once 
again held at the NVLX Barnwartha 
Saleyards. An invitation has been 
extended to young people interested 
in Red Angus for a morning tea in the 
NVLX conference room after the sale 
to find out more about the breed and 
to have an open discussion. MUST BE 
REDS Sale will also be showing their 
support for the Red Angus youth, with 
all proceeds from a special semen lot 
to be generously donated to support 
the Junior Movement.



Quality over quantity proved the order of the day at the 2023 Brunswick Supreme bull sale, strong demand from both stud and 
commercial interest insured that all Red Angus sires offered met spirited competition to realise a top of $15,000 and an exceptional 
average of $9750. Sole vendors Peter & Rebecca Bantock of Red Rock Red Angus put together a team of four bulls that truly showed 
the breeds strengths of early maturity with softness and maternal strength. 
Topping the offering was son of 
imported KJHT Power Take Off posting 
exceptional length and carcass with 
impeccable structure. Red Rock Steiger 
a bull lightly used by the Bantock’s 
to infuse his quality into their herd 
demanded attention from both stud 
and commercial interest eventually 
being knocked down to a long time 
commercial Red Angus client for use in a 
nucleus of high-end Red Angus females. 
Red Rocks remaining bulls all by home 
raised sires sold to strong demand 
from the commercial sector with many 
cattlemen and women commenting 
on the evenness of type across the 
team with all bulls showing balance of 
muscle, structure and maternal strength 
that under pins the Red Rock program.

At the 2023 Tamworth Invitational Sale, 19 out of 35 Red Angus bulls sold at an impressive average price of $11,526. The 
sale saw two bulls equally claim the top spot, each fetching $24,000. The first, Yallambee Rolly S76, was purchased by 
Darren Aitkinson from Marlborough, Qld. The second equally high-priced bull, Goondoola Sweepstakes S26 was sold 
to South Australian buyer, Aaron Varcoe of Ace Red Angus in Beachport.
The sale featured contributions from prominent vendors, including Gapco Farms, Goondoola, Goonoo, Jindelliston 
Park, Mellowood, Pine-Villa, Redgums, and Yallambee Red Angus studs.
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Red Rock Red Angus Sale

Red Rock bull sale top priced bull Red Rock Steiger
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Yallambee Rolly S76 Goondoola Sweepstakes S26
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Kurra-Wirra has had another incredibly successful year, with their 
recent ‘Red Hot’ Sale in Blackall, QLD achieving an impressive 
96% clearance. The sale saw bulls reaching a top price of $8,000 
and averaging $4,800. This year’s event attracted both new and 
returning customers, with bulls being sent to various locations 
including Katherine in the Northern Territory, Julia Creek, and 
Richmond in Central North Queensland.
The Victorian breeders at Kurra-Wirra place a strong emphasis 
on breeding cattle with superior genetics, particularly those 
carrying the highly sought-after slick gene. This gene provides 
adaptability and versatility to dry and warmer climates, resulting 
in enhanced fertility, performance, and profitability.
To cater to this specific demand, Kurra-Wirra dedicated 
significant effort to coordinating numerous private sales. These 
private sales reached customers in 5 different states across the 
country, with a large number of bulls being sent to Alice Springs, 
Katherine, and Roma.

With a herd consisting of 70 registered Red Angus cows, 100 
registered Angus cows, and 500 stud Red Angus x Senepol cows, 
Kurra-Wirra is focused on expanding their registered Red Angus 
herd for future sales.
In addition to their successful sales, Kurra-Wirra recently made 
an exciting acquisition at the Paringa Livestocks Red Angus Sale 
2023. They purchased the top-priced bull, Paringa Double Decker 
T28 (HKF22T28), for an impressive $20,000. T28 is the son of the 
Angus bull Dunoon Double Up Q201 and a HXC Declaration Cow. 
He showcases exceptional feet, excellent conformation, and the 
most balanced Estimated Breeding Values (EBVs) among red 
Angus bulls on the TACE Analysis.
Overall, Kurra-Wirra continues to excel in the industry, 
demonstrating their commitment to producing high-quality Red 
Angus cattle with superior genetics.

Kurra-Wirra Bull Sale

Kurra-Wirra Slick-Gene Bulls

Kingslane Red Angus and 
Magic Valley Beef

On the 20th February 2023, both Kingslane Red Angus and 
Magic Valley Beef presented 31 bulls for sale at Benger, WA. The 
sale presented great success with 30 from 31 bulls sold to 21 
different buyers making an average of $8767.
The top priced bull for the sale was Kingslane Stockton S36 
selling for an impressive $15,500 to new customer Matthew Jupp, 
Gingin WA. Kingslane Stockton S36 ranks in the top five percent 
for a number of traits through BREEDPLAN. On the index front, 
Stockton S36 ranks in the top 1pc for the supermarket index and 
top 10pc for the northern steer index.

Kingslane offered 22 bulls which presented a clearance of 95%. 
The stud also took honours for second highest selling bull to 
$14,000 for Kingslane Sutherland S24 to an undisclosed first-
time buyer.
Magic Valley Beef presented a 100% clearance with 9 bulls 
selling to an average of $8833. Their top priced bull, Magic Valley 
Stallone S30 (Twin) sold for an impressive $13,000 to return 
buyer Ross Doney, Lagrae, Salmon Gums. Magic Valley Stallone 
S30 (Twin) was desired for his good temperament and strong 
figures.
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Courtesy Farm Weekly

It was a strong sale for Willandra’s offering of Red Angus bulls 
with a full clearance at auction for an average price of $10,952.  
The breed’s $17,500 top price was achieved when Angus and 
Eliza Llewellyn, Jillangolo Red Angus, South Australia, made the 
final bid to secure Willandra Seth S36.
The 872kg bull was the fifth Red Angus bull into the ring and 
his impressive physical stature was matched with excellent 
Breedplan performance.  The mid April 2021-drop son of Jutland 
Nino N18 (by Milwillah Marble Bar J53) and a Willandra Cain 
daughter, Willandra Red Betty L17, ranked in the breed’s top 1-5 
percent for 200 (+41) and 400 Day Weight (+71), Carcase Weight 
(+59) and Supermarket Index (+$61).  Mr Llewellyn said their 
previous Willandra sire Hampton H7 purchased about 10 years 
ago bred well for them and a lot of their females are by him.  He 
said they first saw Seth S36 on AuctionsPlus about a month prior 
to the sale.
“Spoke to Peter and Charles about the bull and they praised him, 
so we made the trip,” Mr Llewellyn said.
“It has a bit of grunt and stretch, volume and capacity matching 
our breeding goals while also being outcross genetics.”
An Esperance buyer operating on AuctionsPlus finished the sale 
with three Red Angus bulls at the top-end of the market from 
$12,500 to the sale’s $16,500 second top price. 
Return buyer RE & OM Treasure & Sons, Wandering, bid the next 

highest price of $14,000 late into the Red Angus run for a mid-
April 2021 born Jutland Nino son. Regular buyers of top Red 
Angus bulls, McVay Pastoral Company Pty Ltd, Esperance, went 
to script with three bulls costing from $10,500 and to a top of 
$13,500 twice.
A new northern Wheatbelt buyer was influential with four bulls 
clerked to their account for a strong $11,250 average for sons 
of Memphis and Willandra Lord (both by Willandra Highmark).  
Other multiple accounts were Preston Downs Farming Co, 
Esperance, two bulls at $10,500 each and Oceanview Corp Pty 
Ltd, Coolup and Waters Avondale Grazing Co, Bridgetown, also 
with two bulls.

The Advance Bull sale at Roma, QLD was topped 
by 2023 Ekka Grand Champion Angus and ACM 
Sire Shootout Champion K5X Satellite. Stephen 
Hayward and Kellie Smith had great success 
with a 74% clearance of 89 of 120 bulls selling 
to an average of $9494.

Red Angus came in strong with 13 of 15 of the 
bulls selling to an average of $9308. The top 
priced Red Angus Bull, K5X Strong S131 was sold 
through Elite Livestock Auctions for $16,000 to 
Skye Cattle Co. in Alpha, Central Queensland. 
The 23-month-old son of Goondoola Never 
Forget N18, out of K5X Foxy By Design, weighed 
934kg, with a 130sq cm EMA, 6.1pc IMF, 42cm 
scrotal circumference, and P8 and rib fat 
measurements of 14 and 12mm.

Advance Bull Sale

Willandra 35th Annual 
On-Property Bull Sale

Lot 71 - K5X Sturdy S135

Willandra Seth S36
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Hicks Beef have an Autumn and Spring Bull Sale annually.
This year’s Spring 2023 sale sold 93 Composite and Red Angus bulls 
for an average of $10,311, with 100% clearance. The 20 Red Angus bulls 
sold to a top of $17,000 twice; to Kevin & Libby Heggen, Vic, and Wonga 
Hills, Qld. The Spring 2023 Red Angus sale bulls averaged $11,541.
The Autumn 2023 sale offering of 62 Composite and Red Angus bulls 
achieved a 100% clearance for an average price of $9,500. 14 Red 
Angus bulls sold to a top price of $18,000 to J.C. & D.P. Hall, Vic, The 
Autumn Red Angus bulls averaged $8,760.
We wish to thank the many successful bidders and under bidders for 
their solid support in 2023.

Hicks Beef Bull Sale

Hicks Sigfryd S81, purchased by Kevin & Libby Heggen 
at the Hicks Beef Bull Sale September 2023

Hillston Red Angus had a successful year in the commercial market. On 
the 5th of January 2023, Hillston Red Angus Sired Steers sold at the Mount 
Barker Saleyards for $1692 a head and weighed an average of 407kg.

Hillston Red Angus

Hillston Red Angus Steers

51/57 yearling bulls sold 21st September on property Auction Yea 
Vic.
Three Paringa Red Angus bulls sold to $20,000 with an average of 
$9666, and three Red Angus Stabilizer bulls sold to $16,000 with an 
average price of $13,333.
Top priced Red Angus Paringa Double Deck T28 sold to Kurra Wirra, 
Culla Victoria. The bull was sired by Dunoon Double Up Q201 and 
out of Paringa Red Declaration Q74. Paringa T28 will be marketed by 
World Wide Sires Beef Australia.

Paringa Bull Sale 

Top priced Red Angus Paringa Double Deck T28
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Power of Red Sale
2023 saw the ninth Power of Red Sale be held 
at the Toowoomba Showgrounds on the 8th of 
September. 
Considering the outlook at the time the sale was 

held, the sale committee of Maryanne Kearney, Tony Martin, 
Heather Davies, Stu Greenwood & Kirrily Johnson-Iseppi felt 
the sale was a success. Females topped at a record breaking 
$25,000 and bulls topped the sale at $20,000 twice. With a near 
total clearance.
Thirty-seven bid cards were registered on site with a further forty-
four online bidders registered through Elite Livestock Auctions. 
37 from 39 bulls sold to average a respectable $8432.
Special congratulations to Kirrily Johnson-Iseppi and family, GK 
Livestock, Dalby, QLD for breaking the National record of highest 
selling female at auction. All eyes were on the 2023 Brisbane 
Royal Show Champion Interbreed Female, GK Red 624 Dina S2 
preg scanned in calf to Boonyouin Red Sunset S20, as she was 
purchased for $25,000 by Lachlan Moore, Moorevale Red Angus, 
Langley Vale, NSW.
The first top price bull to sell on the day was Keen Edge Solo S3 
(AI) ALBS3. He was offered by Alan & Lucie Brown Keen Edge Red 
Angus, Pittsworth, QLD and was knocked down to Redline Cattle 
Co for $20,000 via Elite Livestock Auctions. Solo is a 24-month-
old son of trait leader Red Fine Line Mulberry 26P. The Brown’s 
sold two bulls to average $13,500.
The second high selling bull for the day was GK Red Targaryen 
T10 (AI) (ET) GK T10 a 13 month old calf by New Canadian Sire, 
Red Wheel Stark 67G offered by original vendor GK Livestock. T10 
sold to Bellfield Grazing Trust at Bauhinia, QLD also for $20,000.
The Second top price bull in Power of Red IX was offered by 
long term vendor Maryanne Kearney, Boonyouin Red Angus. 
Boonyouin Stewie S21 a rising two year old son of Rosemullion 
Red Magellan, was selected for $19,000 by Samarai Grazing Co. 
Roma Qld to be used over their high quality Red Brahman cow 
herd.
Repeat buyers Matthew and Melissa George of Eskdale Cattle 
Co. Qld, put together a draft of three bulls for an average price 

of $12,666. Their purchases included new vendors Mellowood 
Red Angus, the Knee Family’s Sydney Grand Champion bull, 
Mellowood Red Sniper for $16,000 and Ki-Eyrie Red Angus, 
Katherine Lee Borg’s 24-month-old son of HXC Allegiance, Ki-
Eyrie Scotch for $13,000.
Col Partington, Redbull Red Angus, Harlin Qld, purchased Round-
Em-Up The Night for $16,000 off new Power of Red vendors, 
David & Ashleigh Hobbs, Round-Em -Up Red Angus Molong 
NSW. This bull will be used over Gelbvieh heifers to create Red 
Balancer progeny (Red Angus x Gelbvieh)
Thanks also to our other vendors whose highlights included:
• Rosemullion Red Angus: Heather Davies, selling her Ekka 

placegetter, Rosemullion Red Strongman for $11,000
• Greenwood Park: Stu and Di Greenwood, sold 21-month-old 

Greenwood Park Sampson for $11,000 
• Moorevale Red Angus: New vendor and Junior member 

Lachlan Moore selling his class winner from the Ekka & his 
sole entry GK Talk’s Cheap for $12,000

• Goonoo Red Angus: Graham and Sandra Jordan and 
granddaughter Lucy Jordan sold their Ekka Reserve Senior 
Champion bull Star Red Sylvester for $8000.

• Palmview Red Angus: Qld Chairman Tony Martin, sold his two 
bulls for a $5000 average.

• Jillibry Red Angus and Pledge Red Angus: Congratulations to 
New Queensland vendors Julie Brophy, Jillibry Red Angus and 
Linda and Phil Matthews, Pledge Red Angus who both sold 
their yearling bulls on their vendor debut. 

• Yallambee Red Angus: David Croker, who sold the top priced 
embryo lots on the day to Tony & Karen Martin. 

The heifer portion offered in the sale sold for an average of 
$6,500 and 100% clearance. The successful bidder of the high 
priced heifer was Lachlan Moore, Moorevale Red Angus who 
purchased GK Red Ruba 67 T11 (AI) GK T11 for $13,000. This 
female is a 12 month old daughter of Red Wheel Stark and the 
Beef 2021 Champion cow, GK 1B Platinum Ruba P26. 
Keen Edge sold two joined heifers to new stud Rough Rider Reds, 
Biarra QLD. Rough Rider Reds also purchased the high-priced 
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2014 Sale Committee (L to R) Maryanne Kearney, Kirrily Johnson-Iseppi, Craig Gapes, Stuart Greenwood and Colby Ede
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semen lot for $450/straw for a package 
in Breedplan trait leader and Sire of the 
record priced cow, Red Cockburn Assassin 
624D.
Thanks to all invited vendors who 
participated this year, Colby Ede and his 
team from Nutrien, Colby has been with 
us right from day one and has always 
supported the Power of Red Committee 
and vendors.
“Again, we have a great team of people who pull together to put 
this sale on, so thanks goes out to all of them. We also have 
great sponsors who help us to make ends meet. Thank you to our 
major sponsor, Legacy Livestock,” said Tony Martin, Queensland 
Red Angus Chairman.
“Last but by no means least, we would like to thank our buyers 
and bidders. Many of them come back every year to make new 
purchases. They are clearly keen to inject the great genetic 
strengths of our breed into their breeding programs. As breeders 
we need to do all we can to keep them coming back by continuing 
to breed the cattle they need for their programs, be that either 
stud or commercial,” says Tony Martin.
The original Power of Red sale committee was formed in 2014 
by Maryanne Kearney, Kirrily Johnson-Iseppi, Stuart Greenwood 
and Craig Gapes and under the guidance of studstock agent and 
auctioneer Colby Ede, Nutrien Toowoomba. We were all very 
passionate about getting a Queensland State, multi-vendor sale 
up and running.
The first sale was held on the 19th of September 2015. This sale 
debut saw an Australian female record broken in the 1st Power 
of Red Sale by GK Red Maple 26 H33 for $20,500, sold to Nobbs 
Cattle Co. Duaringa QLD. This national record stood until it was 
broken this year by GK Red Dina 624 S2.
The sale is held annually every September in the Toowoomba 
area of Queensland. Firstly, it was held at the Headingly Sale 
Complex at Clifton, but then after running into a couple of years 
of rain and severe storms in our outdoor setting, we moved 

the sale to the Toowoomba Showgrounds, under cover at the 
Equestrian Pavilion. 
“After Covid lockdown in 2020 and having to have a video only 
sale, we decided to change the format slightly and continue 
the sale as a video sale, with all the cattle displayed on site for 
viewing, but not running them physically through a sale ring,” 
said Kirrily Johnson-Iseppi. “This idea has worked very well for all, 
reducing both the stress on the cattle and the labor required to 
handle the live lots on sale day. This frees up all the vendors and 
agents to be able to watch the auction.”
 “September 14th, 2024, will see our Qld Group and sale 
committee hold the 10th Anniversary of the running of the Qld 
Red Angus- Power of Red Sale. We have moved the sale on a 
week later than usual and look forward to welcoming fellow Red 
Angus Breeders and enthusiasts in person or online to help us 
celebrate this milestone,” says Kirrily Johnson-Iseppi.

2023 Power of Red Vendors

GK Red 624 Dina S2 GK S02

Keen Edge Red Solo (AI) ALBS3
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Point of 
Difference

Olivia and Tom Lawson
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The journey of Paringa Red Angus and composite Red 
Stabilizer® program began almost 30 years ago. While 
Tom was working in USA after finishing up his final year 
studying at UC Davis, Colorado, USA, he was fortunate 
to spend time visiting and working with established Red 
Angus breeders such as Buffalo Creek, Beckton, McPhee, 
Leachman, and Ludvigsons and saw first-hand the 
commercial maternal success of the breed in the USA. This 
period sowed a seed of passion for red cattle. 

Upon returning to Australia to his family seed stock 
business, Tom could see the advantage of Red Angus 
across all environments and production systems. Since 
then in Australia, we have seen Red Angus add fertility 
and MSA quality into the north, whilst in the south add 
maternal strength and grass finishing ability. 

The Paringa Reds’ point of difference began with the 
discovery that black Angus legend, Sayre Patriot son’s 
Butherline Patriot and VIP Lord Patriot (unknowingly at the 
time) carried the red gene. Through their introduction of 
TeMania genetics, Paringa were able to secure foundations 
of elite Red Angus animals TeMania New Design V254, and 
TeMania Viceroy V130. 

These females were the foundation to TeMania Red Label 
and Paringa Iron Ore E27 who continue to feature in many 
elite Angus sires which have excelled in the Angus Australia 
Progeny Test program. At that time, Paringa identified elite 
Red Angus cows descended from California, with the most 
successful being the Lawsons Make My Day W582 line, 
who produced Paringa E128.

The main goal into the future is to increase the Paringa 
Red Angus offering to meet strong demand, while continue 
customized adapted breeding programs for specific 
clients using the Red Stabilizer® herd base. In the future, 
the Red Stabilizer® cattle will develop to contain a higher 
% Red Angus content, as breeding herds look to optimize 
MSA feedback along with growth, yield and weaning 
percentages. 

Originally formed in the 1970’s, the Stabilizer® was 
developed by Leachman Cattle Company at Fort Collins, 
Colorado, USA. Working alongside the Meat Animal 
Research Centre, Nebraska, a composite breed was 
created from 25% Angus, 25% Hereford, 25% Simmental 
and 25% Gelbvieh. The Stabilizer® offers low birthweights 
and increase post-weaning gain, improved meat quality 
and maternal traits to create a high performing animal for 
commercial beef farmers.

The main focus of Paringa’s Red Angus clients is: kgs beef 
/hectare, while they are generally open to cross breeding, 
and are supplying high quality grass finished cattle into 
the domestic market, Paringa’s breeding goals have not 
changed since inception; aiming to produce balanced 
cattle that breed high quality carcase and excel at 
adaptation and stayability.

“We are excited about the future of pure and infused Red 
Angus cattle in Australia, with exciting genetics coming 
through our system, while the demand for adaptable, 
profitable maternal cattle has never been greater.” Tom 
Lawson.

Paringa Iron Ore E27
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Achieving Production Goals 
Through Understanding 
Energy Requirements

By Adam Turnbull 
Senior Livestock Production Advisor Elders NSW 

Efficient performance is one of the most key production goals an enterprise strives to achieve yet many enterprises underestimate or 
simply don’t measure their COP (cost of production). One of the most common shortfall areas is simply not knowing the maintenance 
requirements of the class of livestock as well as underestimating the quality of available pasture.
Despite energy requirements being an extremely important part of production, they only seem to come to mind in dryer times or 
when stock start slipping. They should be a focus point throughout the year as they change with seasonal conditions and gestation 
timelines.

So how do you determine the Energy requirement? 
A good rule of thumb for the maintenance requirement of a dry cow is 10% of Liveweight +5ME. Therefore, a 450kg = 10% x 450kg = 
45 + 5 = 50MJ.
This is important to know as during lactation, the energy requirements will lift as high as 90MJ with 5MJ required for each litre of 
milk produced for the calf. If these requirements are not met it can severely impact the cow/heifer ability in returning to oestrous 
impacting the following years income. 
Where Energy requirements fall short an early weaning program is a highly efficient option as lactating cows require at least 1400g of 
crude protein (or 14% of the ration). Weaners have a higher protein requirement (16 to 18%), however once weaned the dry cows can 
be maintained on a lower protein (around 8%) diet. This will increase efficiency as a 150 kg weaner requires a lot less total protein 
than a 450kg cow and 150kg weaner unit. Protein is often the most expensive component of the ration.
Determining the requirements and knowing the value of the pasture or feed ration through a basic feed test enables enterprises to 
measure and meet their livestock requirements and achieve performance efficiency.
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Image courtesy of the McKay Family,  
Umbearra Station, Alice Springs, NT
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With the recent release of updated selection Indexes for Red Angus BREEDPLAN, Dr Boyd 
Gudex of ABRI Extension Services and BREEDPLAN has provided answers to some frequently 
asked questions (FAQs). 

What are Selection Indexes?
Selection Indexes assist beef producers make “balanced” 
selection decisions, which account for all the relevant growth, 
carcase, fertility and efficiency attributes of each animal to 
identify which are the most profitable for their particular 
commercial enterprise. Like breeding values (EBVs), selection 
index technology is a well-established (first described in 1943), 
science-based methodology that is used in many livestock 
species around the world. Selection Indexes provide an overall 
“score” of an animal’s genetic value for profit for a specific 
production system and are calculated based on weightings 
placed on individual traits that are deemed to be important for 
that production system. As such, Selection Indexes reflect the 
costs of production as well as the short-term profit generated by 
a bull through the sale of his progeny and the longer-term profit 
generated by his daughters if retained.

Should the Red Angus Selection Indexes be 
used as the only selection criterion in a herd?
No! Although selection indexes provide valuable information 
regarding an animals overall genetic merit for a production 
system, BREEDPLAN recommends using selection indexes as 
part of a selection strategy which also includes other selection 
tools (e.g. EBVs and visual assessment). 
There are multiple reasons why selection indexes should be 
used in conjunction with other selection tools. The first is that 
an animal needs to be structurally sound and fertile, regardless 
of their figures. The second is that these indexes have been 
created for typical production systems in which Red Angus 
bulls are used in Australia. Therefore, breeders are encouraged 
to ‘personalise’ their selection criterion for their own herd and 

production environment by setting EBV thresholds independent 
of the selection indexes. For instance, a herd may place a higher 
emphasis on calving ease if they have a high proportion of 
heifers than normal. Lastly, while selection indexes account for 
most traits of importance to cattle breeders, there are some that 
are not currently included (e.g. docility). 

What is the recommended method for 
incorporating Selection Indexes in animal 
selection?
By initially shortlisting animals using an appropriate selection 
index, beef producers ensure balanced selection for traits 
important to their production system. Other selection tools (e.g. 
EBVs and visual assessment) can then be used to refine the 
selections. The initial steps of this process can be all conducted 
in advance of the bull sale or other selection event.
The BREEDPLAN Guide to Animal Selection 
methodology (link via QR code) contains the 
following four steps:
The BREEDPLAN best practice guide to animal 
selection is to:
1. Identify the selection index of most relevance to you.
2. Rank animals using the chosen selection index.
3. Consider the individual BREEDPLAN EBVs of importance.
4. Consider other traits of importance.
Further information is available in the ‘Using Red Angus Selection 
Indexes’ tip sheet (refer page 66) or in the Help Centre on the 
BREEDPLAN website. Advanced users may also choose to create 
personalised selection indexes for their own herd via www.
breedobject.com .
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Can selection indexes be used to help determine 
the relative value of animals in a sale?
Selection indexes are expressed as “net profit per cow mated”. 
For example, if we compare a bull with an Index of +$60 with a 
bull that has an Index of +$30, we can estimate that the difference 
in net profit from the progeny of the bulls would be:
            = ½ x difference in Index
            = ½ x (60-30)
            = $15 per cow mated 
(Note: We need to multiply by ½ because only half the progeny’s 
genes come from the sire, the other ½ comes from the cow)
If these two bulls were each joined to 200 cows during their 
breeding life, the difference in their selection index values would 
equate to a $3000 (200 x $15) difference in profitability between 
bulls. 

Why do Selection Indexes require updating?
With the value of the cattle and the costs of production being a 
significant component of each selection index, these need to be 
updated periodically to reflect any economic changes that may 
have occurred. These revisions must also reflect the anticipated 
changes expected in the coming years as this is when animals 
breed using the new indexes will have their genetic potential 
realised (for example, it will be many years before any daughters 
of a bull purchased tomorrow will be able to express their 
maternal genetics). Updating the selection indexes also takes 
advantage of any recent improvements to the BreedObject 
software that is used to create the indexes. Like BREEDPLAN, 
research into improving the BreedObject software is ongoing and 
thus new selection indexes will reflect the recent improvements 
made in the software. 

How are BREEDPLAN Selection Indexes 
created?
The selection indexes reported by BREEDPLAN are created using 
BreedObject (www.breedobject.com) and are based on the 

profitability of the cattle enterprise as it is a consistent objective, 
unbiased and quantifiable. BreedObject models typical 
production systems where Red Angus genetics are utilised, 
then evaluates the importance of each trait to profitability and 
applies the appropriate emphasis to each EBV in the selection 
index. By analysing all potential sources of costs and income in 
each production system, the selection indexes account for both 
sides of the profit equation with the costs of production, as well 
as the short (sale of progeny) and long-term profits (daughters 
as cows) possible through selection of superior genetics. 
Considerable input from Red Angus producers and other beef 
industry personnel was utilised during the development of the 
new selection indexes.

Where to find more information on the Red 
Angus Selection Indexes
More information on selection indexes, including how best to 
use them is available from the Help Centre on the BREEDPLAN 
website (https://breedplan.une.edu.au/help-centre/). This 
includes the following tip sheets:

• Introduction to Selection Indexes 

• A BREEDPLAN Guide to Animal Selection 

• Using Red Angus Selection Indexes

• Technical Specifications of the Australian Red Angus 
Selection Indexes

More information on the BreedObject software used to create the 
Red Angus Selection Indexes is also  available from:

• The BreedObject website – www.breedobject.com 

• Beef Improvement Federation (BIF) conference presentation 
– search BIF Walmsley on YouTube

If you have any further questions regarding the development and 
use of the Red Angus Selection Indexes, please contact Dr Boyd 
Gudex at boyd.gudex@abri.une.edu.au or 02 6773 1711.
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Selection indexes assist beef producers to make selection decisions that take into account the relevant growth, carcase, 
fertility and efficiency attributes of each animal to identify candidates whose progeny will be the most profitable for a 
particular commercial enterprise. Selection indexes provide an overall indication of an animal’s genetic value for profit 
in a specific production system/target market and are calculated based on weightings placed on individual traits that 

are deemed to be important for that production system.
The weightings are calculated using BreedObject software that analyses all sources of costs and income for the production system 
represented by each selection index. As such, selection indexes account for both sides of the profit equation and reflect the short and 
long term profit possible through selection of superior genetics. For example, short term profit can be generated by a bull through the 
sale of his progeny, and the longer term profit generated by his daughters in a self-replacing cow herd.

Best Practice Guide to Animal Selection Using Australian Red Angus Selection Indexes
Incorporating selection index information 
into breeding decisions takes the hard work 
out of trying to decide how much emphasis 
you need to put on individual EBVs when 
determining which animals you want to retain 
in your herd or purchase. The recommended 
strategy for selecting animals is to complete 
the following steps:
1. Identify the selection index of most 

relevance to your or your client’s breeding 
objectives. This decision should be aided 
by the index descriptions at the end of this 
document and the following flowchart.

2. Rank animals on the chosen selection 
index. This can be done via the web 
search facility available for the breed.

3. Consider the individual BREEDPLAN EBVs 
of importance. All breed level selection 
indexes are designed for the average of 
the production system specified in their 
description. This means that individual 
farm environments and management 
choices may require that their own 
thresholds are applied. For example, if looking for a bull to use over heifers, particular attention should be paid to Calving Ease 
and Birth Weight EBVs.

4. Consider other traits of importance. Structure, fertility (e.g. BULLCHECKTM), temperament, genetic conditions and pedigree are all 
important additional considerations.

Further information is available in the A BREEDPLAN Guide to Animal Selection tip sheet that can be found in the Help Centre on the 
BREEDPLAN website.

Available Australian Red Angus Selection Indexes
The Red Angus Society of Australia currently reports three different selection indexes. These are the:
• Sustainable Breeder Index (SB)
• Supermarket Index (S)
• Northern Steer Index (NS)
Each selection index is reported in units of net profitability per cow mated ($), and targets the following specifications:

B
RE

ED
PL

AN Using Australian Red Angus
Selection Indexes

BREEDPLAN results are calculated by the Agricultural Business Research Institute using beef genetic 
evaluation analytical software developed by AGBU and Meat & Livestock Australia Limited.
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SUSTAINABLE BREEDER INDEX (SB)
• Commercial herd targeting weaner 

production.

• Heifers are retained so maternal traits are 
important.

• This index aims to reduce mature cow size in 
the breed while increasing early growth.

• Steers are marketed as store weaners or 
yearlings.

• Carcase quality is still of importance to allow 
the option of finishing at later ages.

SUPERMARKET INDEX (S)
• Commercial herd targeting the domestic 

supermarket trade.

• Heifers are retained so maternal traits are 
important.

• Steers are finished on either grass or grain.

• Steers target 550 kg live weight (305 kg HSCW 
& 11 mm P8 fat depth) at 21 months of age.

• Carcase quality is of importance.

NORTHERN STEER INDEX (NS)
• Commercial herd targeting the export trade.

• Bulls used over a Bos indicus or Bos indicus 
cross cow base.

• Progeny typically finished on grass.

• Steers target 640 kg live weight (350 kg HSCW 
& 11 mm P8 fat depth) at 27 months of age.

• Carcase quality is of importance.

More detail on the trait and EBV emphasis for 
each of the selection indexes described above is 
available in the Australian Red Angus Selection 
Indexes: Technical Specifications tip sheet that 
can be found in the Help Centre on the BREEDPLAN 
website.

TIP SHEET

FOR MORE INFORMATION VISIT breedplan.une.edu.au

 

 

For more information visit breedplan.une.edu.au 
BREEDPLAN results are calculated by the Agricultural Business 
Research Institute using beef genetic evaluation analytical software 
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that individual farm environments and management choices may require that their own 
thresholds are applied. For example, if looking for a bull to use over heifers, particular 
attention should be paid to Calving Ease and Birth Weight EBVs. 
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Each selection index is reported in units of net profitability per cow mated ($), and targets the 
following specifications: 
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• Commercial herd targeting 
weaner production. 

• Heifers are retained so maternal 
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• This index aims to reduce mature 
cow size in the breed while 
increasing early growth. 

• Steers are marketed as store 
weaners or yearlings. 

• Carcase quality is still of 
importance to allow the option 
of finishing at later ages. 
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Supermarket Index (S)  

• Commercial herd targeting the 
domestic supermarket trade. 

• Heifers are retained so maternal 
traits are important.  

• Steers are finished on either grass 
or grain. 

• Steers target 550 kg live weight 
(305 kg HSCW & 11 mm P8 fat 
depth) at 21 months of age. 

• Carcase quality is of importance.  

 

Northern Steer Index (NS)  

• Commercial herd targeting the 
export trade. 

• Bulls used over a Bos indicus or 
Bos indicus cross cow base. 

• Progeny typically finished on 
grass. 

• Steers target 640 kg live weight 
(350 kg HSCW & 11 mm P8 fat 
depth) at 27 months of age. 

• Carcase quality is of importance. 

 

More detail on the trait and EBV emphasis for each of the selection indexes described above is 
available in the Australian Red Angus Selection Indexes: Technical Specifications tip sheet that can be 
found in the Help Centre on the BREEDPLAN website. 

If you have any further queries regarding the Australian Red Angus Selection Indexes, please do not 
hesitate to contact staff at your BREEDPLAN processing centre. 
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Supermarket Index (S)  

• Commercial herd targeting the 
domestic supermarket trade. 

• Heifers are retained so maternal 
traits are important.  

• Steers are finished on either grass 
or grain. 

• Steers target 550 kg live weight 
(305 kg HSCW & 11 mm P8 fat 
depth) at 21 months of age. 

• Carcase quality is of importance.  

 

Northern Steer Index (NS)  

• Commercial herd targeting the 
export trade. 

• Bulls used over a Bos indicus or 
Bos indicus cross cow base. 

• Progeny typically finished on 
grass. 

• Steers target 640 kg live weight 
(350 kg HSCW & 11 mm P8 fat 
depth) at 27 months of age. 

• Carcase quality is of importance. 

 

More detail on the trait and EBV emphasis for each of the selection indexes described above is 
available in the Australian Red Angus Selection Indexes: Technical Specifications tip sheet that can be 
found in the Help Centre on the BREEDPLAN website. 

If you have any further queries regarding the Australian Red Angus Selection Indexes, please do not 
hesitate to contact staff at your BREEDPLAN processing centre. 
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BREEDPLAN processing centre.
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World Wide Sires were lucky enough to visit 
Bieber Red Angus Ranch during their 2023 
beef tour. 

The WWS beef tour also got to lay eyes on 
some spectacular calves sired by Bieber Blue 
Chip and Bieber Jumpstart. The following text 
is a summary from Biebers about the Ranch 
and the work they do. 

BIEBER RED ANGUS is a family-
owned seedstock operation with roots in 
registered Red Angus cattle out of north 
central South Dakota. Our experience in 
the beef cattle industry goes back over 
50 years, where our herd was founded 
with proven cows from leading breeders. 
Today, we raise and sell performance-
based bulls and females with focus on 
strong maternal and carcass traits. We 
are dedicated to producing profitable 
cattle and progressive genetics in a 
commercially oriented system. 

Our program revolves around our 
customers’ needs. What does that mean? 

We focus on producing cattle 
that meet the ever-changing 
demands of the industry. 

We don’t breed the same cattle today 
that we bred in 1986 or 1996 or 2006 
or 2016; and we won’t breed the same 
cattle in 2026 that we breed today. We 
strive to provide well-balanced cattle 
with strong maternal traits, which is a 
priority in the Red Angus breed. We 
want well rounded females that are 
good uddered, functionally sound, and 
reproductively fertile while also boasting 

a solid structure, a quiet disposition, and 
sustainable performance. 

PERFORMANCE 
Performance is the cornerstone of our 
program. We constantly search for 
the right EPD combination that exhibits 
solid performance from birth to harvest. 
We firmly believe that EPDs work when 
the data and calculations are correct. 
It is our job as producers to be as 
accurate as possible when submitting 
our registered data to the association 
because accurate data results in accurate 
EPDs. We want to help our customers 
make the best decision possible when 
purchasing cattle, and that is why we 
work diligently to collect, analyze, and 
submit our data with as much integrity as 
possible. Our naturally born calves are 
raised with no creep feeding so that the 
weaning and growth data they exhibit in 
their EPD is a true reflection of the actual 
performance of the animal. Not only 
that, without creep feeding we can see 
the true productivity of the dam as well, 
which helps us make the best culling 
decisions for our herd. 

STRUCTURALLY SOUND 
Structurally, we require the animals in 
our herd to be correct on their feet, legs, 
and hooves. Our operation has been 
concerned with solid foot structure as 
long as anyone in the Red Angus breed. 
To some degree genetics play a part in 
the problem, but some of the time it is the 
environment in a herd that exacerbates 
things. To point to the genetics alone is 
not enough, we need to be aware of 
the environmental conditions that help 
express the problem.

FUNCTIONAL UDDERS 
We believe that in order for an 
operation to be successful, you need 
to have females with good functional 
udders. We want the calf to be able 
to get up and suck shortly after birth 
without any problems. That being said, 
sometimes the pursuit of the picture 
perfect udder can be as detrimental as 
not culling bad udders quickly enough. 
Ultimately the udders need to be 
functional and trouble free. 

PRODUCING GREAT CATTLE 
We are continuously working towards 
producing the best animals possible. 
We often get the question, “What is the 

best sire you have produced?”  That’s 
a difficult one to answer, because we 
have been very fortunate to produce a 
lot of great cattle. We are always trying 
to make our herd better, and we often 
think the next great one is being tested. 
Great sires produce a lot of greater 
progeny. In our experience, the great 
ones are also often quickly outdone by 
their sons and daughters who proliferate 
the population. 

Many sires are right for their time 
because they offer something that the 
population needs in that moment. Some 
stand the test of time, but with the tools 
we have now we have the ability to 
make the right mating to move the 
generation forward.

AND BIEBER ANGUS  –  PARTNERS FOR YOUR SUCCESS
WORLD WIDE SIRES

Dale Edwards 
0427-806-672 • dedwards@wwsaustralia.com

Geoff Wood 
0427 391 355  • gwood@wwsaustralia.com

®

HERE FOR YOU.

WORLD WIDE SIRES
Phone (03) 5831 5559 • info@wwsaustralia.com

wwsaustralia.com

Product of the USA

“We were blown away by 
their large-scale operation. 
We enjoyed learning about 
Biebers traditional practices 
when branding their cattle, 

and the wealth of knowledge 
Craig Bieber had to share with 
us about his sire lines, and the 

progression Bieber has achieved 
for the Red Angus breed 

worldwide.” – WWS Beef Team

CHECK OUT OUR NEW 
CATALOG HERE

BIEBER RED ANGUS 
STATS – 2023
•  900 active dams calving through two 

seasons; January - March and May - 
June

•  468 breeding bulls and 205 breeding 
females marketed across five 
production sales

•  100 embryo transplant calves weaned

•  Number 38 on Beef Magazine’s 
Seedstock 100

•  Four generations of the family involved 
in the operation
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performance of the animal. Not only 
that, without creep feeding we can see 
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operation to be successful, you need 
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udders. We want the calf to be able 
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sometimes the pursuit of the picture 
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not culling bad udders quickly enough. 
Ultimately the udders need to be 
functional and trouble free. 
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have been very fortunate to produce a 
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to make our herd better, and we often 
think the next great one is being tested. 
Great sires produce a lot of greater 
progeny. In our experience, the great 
ones are also often quickly outdone by 
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because they offer something that the 
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NSW
NSW LIFE MEMBERS
R. & J. FRANKENBERG 
HOWLONG NSW 2643 
Ph: 02 6026 5356 
E: judy@frankenberg.com.au 
ORIGINAL MOORWATHA (M1)
W.M. TOM 
PARKES NSW 2870 
Ph: 02 6862 1267 
E: kimbar3@bigpond.com 
ROSEDURNATE (R)

NSW FULL MEMBERS
ELDERS STUD STOCK 
DUBBO NSW 2830 
Ph: 0428 667 998 
E: Paul.Jameson@elders.com.au 
(301)
DAVID NICHOLSON 
KOOTINGAL NSW 2352 
Ph: 0401 444 901 
E: dtcnicholson@gmail.com 
THEODORE & ANGUS (316)
5M RED ANGUS 
MOLONG NSW 2266 
Ph: 0427 511 345 
E: dahobbs@bigpond.com 
5M (5M)
H.D. STEARMAN 
NEMSC NSW 2348 
Ph: 0429 936 906 
E: ds.scon@bigpond.net.au 
CHAN ABBEY (ADX)
ARTHUR KELLY 
KANGAROO VALLEY NSW 2577 
Ph: 0438 394 041 
E: arthur_kelly@hotmail.com 
AK (AKY)
ANTHONY MOUNTNEY 
KEMBLA GRANGE NSW 2526 
Ph: 0403 737 956 
E: info.acmtrainingstables@gmail.com 
ACM (AM3)

ESTATE OF ELIZABETH JILL GRIEVE 
RYLSTONE NSW 2849 
Ph: 0418 365 947 
E: elizabeth.grieve@bigpond.com 
TALOOBY RED (BGV)

CL FULLER T/AS DIAMOND ANGUS 
COWRA NSW 2794 
Ph: 0417 381 722 
E: christie_fuller@yahoo.com 
DIAMOND (CFI)

CROOBLE PASTORAL CO 
MOREE NSW 2400 
Ph: 0429 328 171 
E: crooblepastoralco@bigpond.com 
CROOBLE (CPC)

DA & AT HOBBS 
MOLONG NSW 2866 
Ph: 0427 511 345 
E: dahobbs@bigpond.com 
ROUND-EM-UP (DAH)

BRADLEY, DAVID & MARGARET BROWN 
DUBBO NSW 2830 
Ph: 0429 872 751 
E: aussierural@bigpond.com 
AUSSIE RED (DBM)

DOODLE COOMA PAST CO 
ALFREDTOWN NSW 2650 
Ph: 0427 227 590 
E: daryl.schipp@bigpond.com 
SCHIPPS (DC)

MANUKA (COBAR) PTY LTD 
COBAR NSW 2835 
Ph: 0419 477 983 
E: info@etiwanda.com.au 
ETIWANDA (ETZ)

FISHINGTON RED ANGUS 
WONGWIBINDA NSW 2350 
Ph: 02 6775 8546 
E: fishington@bigpond.com 
FISHINGTON (FAS)

GREEN PLANET LIVESTOCK 
KUNGHUR CREEK NSW 2484 
Ph: 0408 476 965 
E: john@gplanet.com.au 
GPL (GPL)

GW & SJ JORDAN 
TAMWORTH NSW 2340 
Ph: 0427 456 128 
E: graham@betari.com.au 
GOONOO (GSJ)

HANNA WADE & BRODIE KELLY 
KURRAJONG NSW 2758 
Ph: 0401 068 221 
E: hannawade@hotmail.com 
KELLY’S CREEK (HBK)

HICKS BEEF PTY LTD 
HOLBROOK NSW 2644 
Ph: 0427 147 258 
E: aahicks@bigpond.com 
HICKS (HRA)

JASMIN RAMAGE 
GUYRA NSW 2365 
Ph: 0427 194 038 
E: jasminramage@hotmail.com 
JAHODERO (JAZ)

J.T. & J HAYCOCK 
YEOVAL NSW 2868 
Ph: 02 6846 4060 
E: twojs42@hotmail.com 
PINE VILLA (JJH)

TIM & KELLI JOHNSTON 
CARGO NSW 2800 
Ph: 0429 606 962 
E: annandale2800@gmail.com 
ANNANDALE (JOH)

LANE & CODY EVANS 
TAMWORTH NSW 2340 
Ph: 0419 697 550 
E: jde24@bigpond.com 
NABIAC (LCE)

LUCKY RED AUSTRALIA PTY LTD 
MIDDLE PARK VIC 3206 
Ph: 0425 247 658 
E: idmcduie@gmail.com 
LUCKY RED (LRA)

DA & AT HOBBS 
MOLONG NSW 2866 
Ph: 0427 511 345 
E: dahobbs@bigpond.com 
MOORWATHA (M)

MATT & LIZ HART 
WOY WOY NSW 2256 
Ph: 0408 443 144 
E: matt.hart@bigpond.com 
UMBUKWANE (MBU)

NAGY & MARAGARET SORIAL 
BAW BAW NSW 2580 
Ph: 0410 483 014 
E: wongajong_farm@bigpond.com 
MCSORIAL (MCS)

Members Directory

Don’t forget! 
Scan the QR code to search the Red Angus database 
by either name or location. Find all members and 
animal listings in the one spot!
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MARK J DOUGLAS 
GLENDON BROOK NSW 2330 
Ph: 0459 397 905 
E: markdouglas675@gmail.com 
GLENDOUGLAS (MD)

TRIPLE M RED ANGUS 
RUKENVALE NSW 2474 
Ph: 0418 639 847 
E: triplem@rukenvale.com.au 
TRIPLE M (MMM)

GP & SJ KNEE 
LOOMBERAH NSW 2340 
Ph: 0427 669 151 
E: gavin@burkesmyth.com.au 
MELLOWOOD (MWD)

ELLIOTT AND ALLYSON CONNORS 
PARKVILLE NSW 2337 
Ph: 0427 773 062 
E: elliotconnors@hotmail.com 
JINDELLISTON PARK (NEC)

NW & KT GARDNER 
KILLABAKH NSW 2429 
Ph: 0428 803 860 
E: nkgard1@bigpond.com 
KINTELAH (NWG)

ROBERT & BEVERLEY DANSON 
MENDOORAN NSW 2842 
Ph: 02 6848 8112 
E: bevbob15@hotmail.com 
PIBBON (PIB)

PETER & TRINA REDGWELL 
TAMWORTH NSW 2340 
Ph: 0428 623 392 
E: heartlandredangus@hotmail.com 
HEARTLAND (PJR)

POWE FAMILY 
CARGO NSW 2800 
Ph: 0448 254 350 
E: contact@goondoolalivestock.com.au 
GOONDOOLA (PSP)

ROSS ANDERSON 
ARDING NSW 2358 
Ph: 0487 471 431 
E: rossanderson276@gmail.com 
RA (RAN)

GAPCO FARMS 
MENANGLE NSW 2568 
Ph: 0428 844 288 
E: gapcofarms@aol.com 
GAPCO (RGP)

SC PRASS 
COWRA NSW 2794 
Ph: 0409 031 062 
E: rigadooncattery@yahoo.com 
RIGADOON (RIG)

H.L.MC RAMAGE PTY LTD 
BUNDANOON NSW 2578 
Ph: 0428 604 014 
E: info@highlandsrural.com.au 
RRA (RRA)

RED STAR ANGUS 
NUMULGI NSW 2480 
Ph: 0414 920 697 
E: redstar.angus@bigpond.com 
RED STAR (RSA)

SHAYE JORDAN 
TIGHES HILL NSW 2297 
Ph: 0409 651 614 
E: shayejordan@yahoo.com.au 
TIGHES HILL (SEJ)

WD CATTLE 
HOLBROOK NSW 2644 
Ph: 0429 570 504 
E: tomwd79@hotmail.com 
WD (TWD)

TREVONE PARK RED ANGUS 
TARCUTTA NSW 2652 
Ph: 0412 667 400 
E: davemc8839@gmail.com 
TREVONE PARK (VDM)

WHITE FAMILY BEEF 
THE LAGOON NSW 2795 
Ph: 0439 595 814 
E: lee@llandillobeef.com.au 
WFB (WFB)

MANDY ANDERSON 
ORANGE NSW 2800 
Ph: 02 6361 8137 
ULURA (XA)

WATSON PARK PTY LTD 
BERRIMA NSW 2577 
Ph: 0405 155 404 
E: jarved81@hotmail.com 
YALLAMBEE (YRA)

NSW JUNIOR MEMBERS
ALSTONVILLE HIGH SCHOOL 
ALSTONVILLE NSW 2477 
E: simon.macqueen@det.nsw.edu.au 
ALSTONVILLE (AHS)

JOCK DAVID MCDONALD 
NSW 2652 
Ph: 02 6928 8219 
(J50)

LUCY JORDAN 
NEMINGHA NSW 2340 
Ph: 0429 671 130 
E: becwade538@gmail.com 
STAR (LEJ)

MADELINE TELFORD 
BARHAM NSW 2732 
Ph: 0400 061 039 
E: maddy.telford28@gmail.com 
MGT CATTLE CO (MGT)

HARRISON HAMILTON, MOLLY CAREY & CLANCY 
CAREY 
NEMINGHA NSW 2340 
Ph: 0411 805 234 
E: mindy@alium.com.au 
HAMAC (MHC)

LACHLAN MOORE 
LANGLEY VALE NSW 2426 
Ph: 0400 483 360 
E: moorevaleai@gmail.com 
MOOREVALE (MVL)

GRACE NEEVES 
GILGANDRA NSW 2827 
Ph: 0481 725 642 
E: gneeves21@gmail.com 
ASPIRE (NEE)

CHARLOTTE, JEMIMA, OSCAR NUGENT 
WAGGA WAGGA NSW 2650 
Ph: 0418 974 775 
E: burraburoo17@bigpond.com.au 
NUGGETS (NUG)

RUBY AND ISABELLE BLAIR 
RAND NSW 2642 
Ph: 0422 723 479 
E: roosta610@gmail.com 
FABLE (RIB)

RYAN KNEE 
LOOMBERAH NSW 2340 
Ph: 02 6769 1468 
E: gavin@burkesmyth.com.au 
RJK REDS (RJK)

MONIQUE GAPES 
WYRALLAH NSW 2480 
Ph: 02 6629 8230 
E: mgapes@yahoo.com.au 
RUBY RED (RRR)

SKYE BAXTER 
CRANEBROOK NSW 2749 
Ph: 0431 254 792 
E: skyebaxter22@gmail.com 
SUNNYVALE LIVESTOCK (SVL)

NSW COMMERCIAL 
MEMBERS
AW & LK COPE 
ABERDEEN NSW 2336 
Ph: 0434 611 135 
E: al-cope@bigpond.com 
(ALC)

BRIAN PARKER 
HOBBYS YARDS NSW 2795 
Ph: 0429 683 684 
E: lonciln@bordernet.com.au 
(BAP)

DOUGLAS & ANNE KENNEDY 
CROOKWELL NSW 2583 
E: yarrabeepark@gmail.com 
(DAK)
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IE & JM HAYNES 
GULGONG NSW 2852 
Ph: 02 6375 0464 
(EJH)

R & M FLANNERY 
CLARENCE TOWN NSW 2321 
Ph: 0407 101 688 
E: bonhomie@clearmail.com.au 
UFFINGTON (FLA)

GLORIA DAWN MAWHINNEY 
Ulmarra NSW 2462 
Ph: 0429 899 019 
(GDY)

LEITHVALE RED ANGUS 
GRAFTON NSW 2460 
E: andrewken@me.com 
LEITHVALE (GLT)

JASON TOM 
PARKES NSW 2870 
Ph: 0428 622 393 
E: jacktt@bigpond.com 
(JAS)

IAN DOLBEL 
ROCKLEY NSW 2795 
(JDL)

JUDITH & GRAHAM HODKINSON 
BEGA NSW 2550 
Ph: 0457 938 445 
E: judifh@icloud.com 
(JGH)

MARK & MARGARET JELLEY 
MANILDRA NSW 2865 
(MMJ)

LYN MCDONOGH 
MONALTRIE NSW 2480 
Ph: 0401 661 698 
E: lyn469@hotmail.com 
MONALTRIE RED (MML)

GRAHAM ZEALEY 
MOSS VALE NSW 2577 
Ph: 02 4869 1322 
E: graham@strade.com.au 
(QRA)

ROBERT DAVID MEAD 
BINGARA NSW 2404 
Ph: 02 6724 7142 
(RDM)

DESMOND & RACHEL WILSON 
NEMINGHA NSW 2340 
Ph: 0411 139 411 (DES) 
E: rachel.hayhurst@tafensw.edu.au 
RAD (RDW)

R & J HANSON 
BROUGHTON VALE NSW 2535 
Ph: 0417 280 391 
E: Hanwood1@bigpond.com 
HANWOOD HILL (RJH)

RN & J GROTH PTN 
BINGARA NSW 2404 
Ph: 0427 880 925 
(RNG)

SAILS - SOUTHERN AUSTRALIAN 
INTERNATIONAL LIVESTOC 
ALBURY NSW 2640 
Ph: 0421 282 947 
E: kate.brabender@sailsxp.com 
(SAI)

PRUDENCE MARTIN 
BOOROWA NSW 2586 
Ph: 0419 409 189 
E: pmwiruna@gmail.com 
(SCK)

FRANK COATES 
WAGGA WAGGA NSW 2650 
Ph: 0427 221 644 
E: coates6@optusnet.com.au 
SPRINGDALE (SDL)

PHILLIP COTTERILL 
BOMBALA NSW 2632 
Ph: 0457 243 389 
E: ffhilsdesigns@yahoo.com.au 
7GT (SLA)

W GOLSBY 
WOODSTOCK NSW 2793 
Ph: 02 6345 0289 
(WG)

NSW ASSOCIATE MEMBER
DAVID BIGNELL 
RAWDON VALE NSW 2422 
Ph: 02 6558 5512 
E: bignell5512@gmail.com 
(BIG)

NOEL WILLIS 
TABLE TOP NSW 2640 
Ph: 0408 262 506 
E: noelrwillis@outlook.com 
(NRW)

NT
NT COMMERCIAL MEMBERS
KIMBERLEY & ANGUS MCKAY 
ALICE SPRINGS NT 872 
Ph: 0409 096 402 
E: admin@umbearraholdings.com.au 
(KAM)

QLD
QLD FULL MEMBERS
MILTON & CHERYL FOWLER 
PITTSWORTH QLD 4356 
Ph: 07 4693 2029 
E: donna_lynn@hotmail.com 
DONNA-LYNN (1YN)

ALLAN & LUCIE BROWN 
PITTSWORTH QLD 4356 
Ph: 0407 126 027 
E: allanhbrown308@gmail.com 
KEEN EDGE (ALB)

ANDREW YOUNGBERRY 
PITTSWORTH QLD 4356 
Ph: 0427 968 311 
E: andrew@jenand.com.au 
BANTRY BEEF (BBP)

CRESCENT NINE PASTORAL 
SPRINGSURE QLD 4722 
Ph: 0427 844 059 
E: crescentninepastoral@outlook.com.au 
CRESCENT NINE (C9P)

MELINDA HOEY 
NAMBOUR QLD 4560 
Ph: 0438 460 156 
E: clearviewcvr@hotmail.com 
CLEARVIEW (CVR)

GLEN & ANN SIPPEL 
MURGON QLD 4605 
Ph: 0428 784 101 
E: sippelgrandview@outlook.com 
REDGATE (DS2)

KIRRILY JOHNSON-ISEPPI & FAMILY 
DALBY QLD 4405 
Ph: 0427 790 652 
E: gklivestock1@gmail.com 
GK (GK)

GWF INVESTMENTS PTY LTD 
PITTSWORTH QLD 4356 
Ph: 0429 903 010- STUART 
E: dianne@greenwoodparkred.com.au 
GREENWOOD PARK (GWP)

ROSEMULLION RED ANGUS 
GOOMBURRA QLD 4362 
Ph: 0439 470 390 
E: heather.davies@rosemullion.com.au 
ROSEMULLION RED (HMD)

JULIE BROPHY 
MERINGANDAN WEST QLD 4352 
Ph: 0437 966 349 
E: jandjbrophy@gmail.com 
JILIBRY (JBY)

SB HAYWARD & KL SMITH 
ALLORA QLD 4362 
Ph: 0419 642 992 (Steve) 
E: advancek5x@activ8.net.au 
K5X (K5X)

DAVID & KIM WILKIE 
ARMSTRONG CREEK QLD 4520 
Ph: 0401 238 718 
E: kdw@riverdalebeef.com.au 
KEDMAW (KDW)

KATHERINE BORG LEE 
NORMAN PARK QLD 4170 
Ph: 0405 245 711 
E: klee040@gmail.com 
KI-EYRIE RED (KIR)

KAREN HOCKEY 
MONTO QLD 4630 
Ph: 0427 729 903 
E: karen.hockey@bigpond.com 
KOLONGA (KJH)

MARYANNE KEARNEY 
KINGAROY QLD 4610 
Ph: 0458 645 574 
E: mlkearney@bigpond.com 
BOONYOUIN (MAK)
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MEGAN & JONATHON DENNING 
PITTSWORTH QLD 4356 
Ph: 0427 118 958 
E: megan831983@outlook.com 
MJ LIVESTOCK (MJD)

MOOREFIELDS RED ANGUS 
NORMAN GARDENS QLD 4701 
Ph: 0413 182 666 
E: redangus@moorefields.com.au 
MOOREFIELDS (MOO)

NOEL & CHRISTINE DENNING 
PITTSWORTH QLD 4356 
Ph: 0428 718 533 
E: admin@burwoodstud.net.au 
WHISPERING (NCD)

BRUCE WARREN 
BOONAH QLD 4310 
Ph: 0488 585 577 
E: pinepark.bw@gmail.com 
WARREN REDS (O2B)

KEVIN KEARNEY 
TEXAS QLD 4385 
Ph: 07 4653 5127 
E: mayolivestock@hotmail.com 
MAYO (PK)

PJ & LK MATTHEWS 
KINGAROY QLD 4610 
Ph: 0417 602 376 
E: pledgestockhorses@hotmail.com 
PLEDGE (PLM)

TONY & KAREN MARTIN 
KILCOY QLD 4515 
Ph: 0413 265 789 
E: martto16@yahoo.com.au 
PALMVIEW (PMV)

BCA BOOTH & CO PTY LTD 
CHINCHILLA QLD 4413 
E: brucepbooth@bigpond.com 
REDLINK (QBO)

MOKOAN AGRICULTURE PTY LTD 
FORTITUDE VALLEY QLD 4006 
E: marg@mokoanag.com 
MOKOAN (QWM)

REDBANK CREEK RED ANGUS 
ESK QLD 4312 
Ph: 0418 710 390 
E: mnjess@bigpond.com 
RCRA (RCR)

COLIN PARTINGTON 
BRIBIE ISLAND QLD 4507 
Ph: 0418 881 706 
E: col@balancercattle.au 
REDBULL (RED)

CRAIG AND JACQUI THOMPSON 
THORNLANDS QLD 4164 
Ph: 0417 774 283 
E: info@sionmarie.com 
SIONMARIE RED (SIO)

NOEL SIPPEL 
MA MA CREEK QLD 4347 
Ph: 0427 835 116 
E: sippelnoel399@gmail.com 
MOUNTAIN VIEW (SIP)

KATRINA HAYWARD & ANDREW RANDLE 
PROSTON QLD 4613 
E: khayw29@eq.edu.au 
SPRINGVALE (SVR

QLD JUNIOR MEMBERS

ADAM WILKIE 
ARMSTRONG CREEK QLD 4520 
ADM (ADM)

AMELIE MARTIN 
KILCOY QLD 4515 
Ph: 0409 543 451 
E: martt016@yahoo.com.au 
AKM (AKM)

CALEB DENNING 
PITTSWORTH QLD 4356 
Ph: 0427 118 958 (Megan) 
E: megan831983@outlook.com 
DPC (CDP)

MICHAEL WILKIE 
ARMSTRONG CREEK QLD 4520 
Ph: 0401 238 718 
E: kdw@riverdalebeef.com.au 
(MWE)

PROSTON STATE SCHOOL P-10 
PROSTON QLD 4613 
Ph: 0410 717 634 
E: khayw29@eq.edu.au 
DANGORA GULLY (PSS)

QLD COMMERCIAL 
MEMBERS
AUSTRALIAN RURAL EXPORTS PTY LTD 
BRISBANE QLD 4000 
Ph: 07 3041 2800 
E: austrex@austrex.com.au 
(ARE)

BRANDY CREEK FARM 
CANNONVALE QLD 4802 
Ph: 0428 998 878 
E: mark@qldbuild.net.au 
(BCF)

CHRISTOPHER HUGHES QC 
BRISBANE QLD 4000 
Ph: 0408 738 124 
E: clhughes@qldbar.asn.au 
(CLH)

EDWIN & MADELEINE COOKE 
SHERWOOD QLD 4075 
Ph: 0400 975 772 
E: edwin.cooke@raau.com.au 
(EMC)

SCOTT HANSON 
QLD 4358 
Ph: 0429 881 003 
E: tmbamandy@gmail.com 
(HAN)

JOHN MORGAN 
GRACEMERE QLD 4702 
Ph: 0418 750 258 
(JM1)

PJ, KP & JP KING 
VIA WARWICK QLD 4370 
Ph: 0429 931 413 
E: patrick.king1@bigpond.com 
CASTLEVIEW (JPK)

LYNETTE NICHOLSON 
JIMBOUR QLD 4406 
Ph: 0476 027 695 
E: lynnicholson1@bigpond.com 
TARRINGTON (LTN)

ELDERS RURAL SERVICES 
TOOWOOMBA SOUTH QLD 4350 
Ph: 07 4690 7777 
(PRI)

RELHA FARMING 
HAMPTON QLD 4352 
Ph: 07 4697 9166 
E: jasans@icr.com.au 
(REL)

TIM LOGAN 
BEAUDESERT QLD 4285 
Ph: 0418 240 994 
E: wjlogan@bigpond.com 
(TLN)

SHAUN & SANDRA HENDY 
HIGHFIELDS QLD 4352 
Ph: 0427 638 479 
E: hendyshaun@gmail.com 
YARRA YARRA (YYC)

SA
SA FULL MEMBERS
ANAMA HOLDINGS PTY LTD 
CLARE SA 5453 
Ph: 0412 293 001 
E: trathawk@bigpond.com 
ANAMA (AIC))

L & M LLEWELLYN & CO 
KEITH SA 5267 
Ph: 0407 602 737 (Lyal) 
E: northwindfarming18@gmail.com 
JILLANGOLO AARON H VARCOE 
MILLICENT SA 5280 
Ph: 0438 288 569 
E: aaron_coe@yahoo.com.au 
ACE (ACE))

CI & SJ BARTLETT 
YANKALILLA SA 5203 
Ph: 0417 833 073 
E: gwynfa1@bigpond.com 
GWYN-FA (CIB)

DR & CH FORD 
MOONTA SA 5558 
Ph: 0429 956 676 
E: kaimura@internode.on.net 
(DCF)

KALANDRA PASTORAL PTY LTD 
LUCINDALE SA 5272 
Ph: 0407 185 330 
E: kalandra1@bigpond.com 
(KPP)

KILLANOOLA PROPS 
BOOL LAGOON SA 5271 
Ph: 0417 408 796 
E: kerry.degaris@bigpond.com 
(KPS)

RA & WM HEATH 
STRATHALBYN SA 5255 
Ph: 0417 080 465 
E: najobe@bigpond.com 
NAJOBE (NJB)
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VICKI MORUTTO 
ROBE SA 5276 
Ph: 0418 859 454 
E: vickimorutto@bigpond.com.au 
VMO (AOJ)

LISA HOSKING 
MOUNT COMPASS SA 5210 
Ph: 0429 099 221 
E: alliraparkwarmbloods@gmail.com 
ALLIRA PARK (APR)

CHELSEA VICTORIA BURPEE 
TINTINARA SA 5266 
Ph: 0487 383 359 
E: chelseavburpee@gmail.com 
O’DEAS REDS (CVB)

G & A MIGNANELLI 
VICTOR HARBOR SA 5211 
Ph: 08 8554 7213 
E: john.anita2@bigpond.com 
HARBOR VIEW PARK (GAM)

ROSWOOD RISE 
MOUNT GAMBIER SA 5290 
Ph: 0414 667 778 
E: trevbenni@gmail.com 
ROSWOOD RISE RED (KIS)

ROSWOOD RISE 
MOUNT GAMBIER SA 5290 
Ph: 0414 667 778 
E: trevbenni@gmail.com 
ROSWOOD RISE RED (KIS)

LUELLA WESTERN 
MUNDULLA SA 5270 
Ph: 0477 069 303 
E: lewywestern@gmail.com 
MUNDALOU (LKW)

JANE & PAUL COTTERILL 
MOUNT GAMBIER EAST SA 5291 
Ph: 0409 457 607 
E: paulcotterill50@bigpond.com 
GAMBIER RED (MTG)

DJ & JD LLEWELLYN 
MYPOLONGA SA 5254 
Ph: 0427 354 183 
E: djdllew@activ8.net.au 
LYNONGA (RKL)

KEYWYN FARMS 
ANGASTON SA 5353 
Ph: 0488 648 297 
E: dfiebiger@bigpond.com 
KEYWYN FARMS (RMF)

DRAYTON PARK 
MEADOWS SA 5201 
Ph: 0458 320 784 (SB) 
E: sarah.draytonpark@gmail.com 
DRAYTON PARK (SDP)

MARTIN, PETER & TONIA EBBS 
MYPONGA SA 5202 
Ph: 0458 275 211 
E: ebbs@activ8.net.au 
TIERS (TRA)

ELLE WATSON 
TAILEM BEND SA 5260 
Ph: 08 8558 8274 
E: elle-watson@live.com.au 
WOODVALE (WDV)

SA JUNIOR MEMBERS

ANGUS LLEWELLYN 
KEITH SA 5267 
Ph: 0417 830 352 
E: northwindfarming18@gmail.com 
JILLANGUS JOA 
LYDIA SAUNDERS 
KEITH SA 5267 
E: lydia.sanders.12@gmail.com 
(LYS)

SA COMMERCIAL MEMBERS
AARON H VARCOE 
MILLICENT SA 5280 
Ph: 0438 288 569 
E: aaron_coe@yahoo.com.au 
ACE (ACE)

CI & SJ BARTLETT 
YANKALILLA SA 5203 
Ph: 0417 833 073 
E: gwynfa1@bigpond.com 
GWYN-FA (CIB)

DR & CH FORD 
MOONTA SA 5558 
Ph: 0429 956 676 
E: kaimura@internode.on.net 
(DCF)

KALANDRA PASTORAL PTY LTD 
LUCINDALE SA 5272 
Ph: 0407 185 330 
E: kalandra1@bigpond.com 
(KPP)

KILLANOOLA PROPS 
BOOL LAGOON SA 5271 
Ph: 0417 408 796 
E: kerry.degaris@bigpond.com 
(KPS)

RA & WM HEATH 
STRATHALBYN SA 5255 
Ph: 0417 080 465 
E: najobe@bigpond.com 
NAJOBE (NJB)

VICKI MORUTTO 
ROBE SA 5276 
Ph: 0418 859 454 
E: vickimorutto@bigpond.com.au 
(VMO) 

TAS
TAS FULL MEMBERS
DANIEL M IMLACH  
SCOTTSDALE TAS 7260 
Ph: 0402 107 881 
E: baimlach@gmail.com 
BOWACH (DMI)

HD & SL DOBSON  
WHITEMORE TAS 7303 
Ph: 0409 176 228 
E: office@dobsoncattle.com.au 
DOBSON (HSD)

MARY ZEGVELD  
GOLCONDA TAS 7254 
Ph: 0419 336 224 
E: maryhbrown@skymesh.com.au 
FERN VALLEY (MHZ)

BAYSWATER RED ANGUS 
SOMERSET TAS 7322 
Ph: 0407 849 704 
E: bayswater.redangus@netspace.net.au 
BAYSWATER (PH)

MARK SMITH  
NATONE TAS 7321 
Ph: 0448 836 193 
E: mark@redlane-redangus.com.au 
RED LANE (RLR)

GARY SMITH 
ROSEVALE TAS 7292 
Ph: 0410 465 103 
E: garysmith6@bigpond.com 
TANK STREAM (SGS)

JOSEPHINE M BEVERIDGE  
BISHOPSBOURNE TAS 7301 
Ph: 0487 357 257 
E: josiebeveridge@gmail.com 
ENFIELD (TJB)

TAS JUNIOR MEMBERS
THOMAS FEBEY  
TAS 7306 
Ph: 0400 152 055 
E: thomasdfebey@gmail.com 
KANANGRA (TSF)

TAS COMMERCIAL 
MEMBERS
EJ ANTHONY & SON  
STANLEY TAS 7331 
Ph: 0419 306 078 
E: anthonys.highfield@bigpond.com 
(EJA)

ROSS W COLE UPPER  
STOWPORT TAS 7321 
Ph: 0438 738 436 
E: rosscole4@hotmail.com 
MIDNIGHT FARM (MAR)

MILTON & GAYLENE DE JONGE 
STANLEY TAS 7331 
Ph: 0418 581 184 
E: miltondejonge@hotmail.com 
(MGJ)

RICHARD IMLACH 
PIPERS RIVER TAS 7252 
Ph: 0419 462 780 
E: rjimlach@gmail.com 
CORALBILL (RJI)

ROBERT MEDWIN 
ULVERSTONE TAS 7315 
Ph: 0400 554 464 
(ROB)

PETER J SATTLER  
BRIDPORT TAS 7262 
Ph: 0408 861 461 
E: malmani2@bigpond.com 
(SAT)

TREVOR HOOKWAY 
SCOTTSDALE TAS 7260 
Ph: 0418 128 915 
(THY)
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TOM & SUE GLYNN 
SMITHTON TAS 7330 
Ph: 0411 744 426 
E: tom@glynns.com.au 
MYRTLE (TSG)

WEYMOUTH FARM PASTORAL 
BEECHFORD TAS 7252 
Ph: 0407 821 366 
(ZAD)

VIC
VIC LIFE MEMBERS
BARBARA BIRCH 
BUNYIP NORTH VIC 3815 
Ph: 0428 298 503 
(BHB)

VIC FULL MEMBERS
ABS AUSTRALIA P/L 
BUNDOORA VIC 3083 
Ph: 0419 383 341 
E: Fletch.Kelly@genusplc.com 
ABS (ABS)

STURDEE GRANGE PTY LTD 
BARRABOOL VIC 3221 
Ph: 0417 371 815 
E: johnamory1@gmail.com 
SOMEWHERE RED ANGUS (ADB)

ALTA GENETICS AUSTRALIA P/L 
TULLAMARINE VIC 3043 
Ph: 0427 341 458 
E: tony.simpson@altagenetics.com 
(AGA)

AGRIGENE PTY LTD 
WANGARATTA VIC 3677 
Ph: 03 5722 2666 
E: info@agrigene.com.au 
AGRIGENE (AGR)

ANDREW KELLY 
LARA VIC 3212 
Ph: 0438 319 420 
E: rosewoodredangus@yahoo.com.au 
ROSEWOOD (ANK)

AIMEE & OLIVIA BOLTON 
CONGUPNA VIC 3633 
Ph: 0428 573 265 
E: aimee.l.bolton@outlook.com 
BOLTON GIRLS (AOB)

WILL STOTT 
TOOBORAC VIC 3522 
Ph: 0408 126 952 
E: will.stott@inglis.com.au 
ATTUNGA (ATT)

ANNETTE WALKER & NOEL GNADEN 
BULN BULN VIC 3821 
Ph: 0407 346 488 
E: raedean@smartchat.net.au 
RAEDEAN (AVR)

JEFF & JANET THYNNE 
BRIMIN VIC 3685 
Ph: 0425 820 800 
E: awdredangus@outlook.com 
ARRAWIDGEE (AWD)

HM BARNES & BE MORRISON 
INDIGO VALLEY VIC 3688 
Ph: 0419 466 598 
E: barmorris1@bigpond.com 
BARMORRIS (BAR)

GARY & SHELLEY TURNHAM 
GISBORNE VIC 3437 
Ph: 0418 521 791 
E: gt@barregowa.com.au 
BARREGOWA (BCC)

ROBERT & SANDRA BOOTE 
DROUIN SOUTH VIC 3818 
Ph: 0408 175 754 
E: bob@rsboote.com.au 
BOOTE HILL (BOO)

FREDERICK & JUDITH EDWARDS 
BOOLARRA VIC 3870 
Ph: 0408 513 897 
E: edjudie@bigpond.com 
BOSTRALIS REDS (BTR)

CALDARACH FARM 
WARRAGUL VIC 3820 
Ph: 0425 337 887 
E: caldarach@gmail.com 
CALDARACH (CDR)

LINDSAY & JUDY MURPHY 
LEONGATHA VIC 3953 
Ph: 0409 505 780 
E: lindsaymurphy@bigpond.com 
CAMPASPE FLAT REDS (CFR)

BLANTYRE RED ANGUS 
MACARTHUR VIC 3286 
Ph: 0488 020 586 
E: cameroncutler@bigpond.com 
BLANTYRE (CLC)

DA & MA HEMPEL 
HUON VIC 3695 
Ph: 0409 152 824 
E: daony@bigpond.com 
DAONY (DOH)

GENETICS AUSTRALIA CO-OPERATIVE LTD 
BACCHUS MARSH VIC 3340 
Ph: 0439 417 941 
E: accounts@genaust.com.au 
GAC (GAC)

TONY, MARIANNE & TOM MEWBURN 
CASTERTON VIC 3311 
Ph: 0413 786 381 
E: tandmmewburn@gmail.com 
GLENDHU (GDU)

JEFF & SUE BOLAND 
CLUNES VIC 3370 
Ph: 03 5345 3657 
E: digger@netconnect.com.au 
CLAREMONT RED (JSB)

KEVIN & LIBBY HEGGEN 
BINGINWARRI VIC 3966 
Ph: 0428 565 530 
E: hedleyrange@bigpond.com 
HEDLEY RANGE (KLH)

HEATHER HUTCHINSON, MATTHEW MORLING 
LEONGATHA NORTH VIC 3953 
Ph: 0403 167 676 
E: maxieruby63@gmail.com 
KOOROOMAN RED ANGUS (KRA)

LORETTA G MABIN 
West Creek VIC 3992 
Ph: 0438 749 277 
E: westburne@rotaret.com.au 
WESTBURNE (LGM)

LONGERENONG COLLEGE 
LONGERENONG VIC 3401 
Ph: 0477 544 483 
E: admin@longy.com.au 
LONGERENONG COLLEGE (LNG)

SHELLY BIANCON 
WILLOWMAVIN VIC 3764 
Ph: 0417 309 607 
E: ltlroc@bigpond.com 
Little Rock Ranch (LRR)

CLIFF & MAREE DOWNEY 
ECHUCA VIC 3564 
Ph: 0427 283 300 
E: cliff@redgumsgroup.com.au 
REDGUMS (MCD)

PAUL RATHBONE & MICHAEL SEIFRIED 
RIDDELLS CREEK VIC 3431 
Ph: 0416 195 458 
E: pr912@live.com.au 
MT CHARLIE (MCF)

MITCHELL VALLEY PRODUCE 
WOODGLEN VIC 3875 
Ph: 0407 347 967 
E: mvp@wideband.net.au 
MITCHELL VALLEY (MVP)

NEERIM VIEW RED ANGUS 
DARNUM VIC 3822 
Ph: 0417 566 815 
E: neerimview@bigpond.com 
NEERIM VIEW (NVR)

PARINGA LIVESTOCK PTY LTD 
CLARKES HILL VIC 3352 
Ph: 0407 978 317 
E: paringalivestock@bigpond.com 
PARINGA (PAR)

ANNE & PETER SAGLIETTI 
TARCOMBE VIC 3666 
Ph: 0409 336 347 
E: psags@bigpond.net.au 
PONKEEN (PON)

SANDY DAWES-MACKINNON 
GIRGARRE VIC 3624 
Ph: 0149 205 060 
E: sandy@pac.com.au 
ROKEWOOD PARK (RDP)

ROD THOMAS 
MANSFIELD VIC 3722 
Ph: 0412 667 811 
E: rod.thomas7@bigpond.com 
BLUE HILLS -TOLMIE (RDT)

KURRA WIRRA PASTORAL COMPANY 
CULLA VIC 3315 
Ph: 0447 715 647 
E: office@kurrawirra.com.au 
KW (RFC)

BF & GP HAND FAMILY TRUST 
LARPENT VIC 3249 
Ph: 0418 683 318 
E: colaccentral@bigpond.com 
REDROCKET (RRL)

RODNEY STIN 
CLARKEFIELD VIC 3430 
Ph: 0437 383 944 
E: rodneystin@gmail.com 
STONEFIELD (RST)

SEMEX PTY LTD 
BACCHUS MARSH VIC 3340 
Ph: 03 9743 0344 
E: semex@semex.com.au 
SEMEX (SEM)
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PETER & ROBYN SIMMIE 
YUROKE VIC 3063 
Ph: 0407 333 855 
E: prsimmie@bigpond.com 
YUROKE (SIM)

STGENETICS AUSTRALIA PTY LTD 
WODONGA VIC 3690 
Ph: 0477 404 373 
E: nigel.semmens@stgen.com 
STGEN (STG)

TEANA FARMS PTY LTD 
WOODSIDE VIC 3874 
Ph: 0400 594 160 
E: teanafarms@gmail.com 
TEANA (TA2)

GEOFF & KYM BERRYMAN 
FISH CREEK VIC 3959 
Ph: 0409 832 531 
E: berrymansbuses@dcsi.net.au 
TIDAL VIEWS (TDL)

TJ & JE CLARK 
NERRENA VIA LEONGATHA VIC 3953 
Ph: 0428 644 237 
E: harklaje@outlook.com 
TEMPANY PARK (TJC)

WWS AUSTRALIA 
SHEPPARTON VIC 3630 
Ph: 0427 391 355 
E: info@wwsaustralia.com 
WWS (WWS)

ERLE DAKIN 
WARRNAMBOOL VIC 3280 
Ph: 0438 563 859 
E: erle@bigpond.net.au 
YONDA GRANGE YG

VIC JUNIOR MEMBERS
HARRY TURNHAM 
GISBORNE VIC 3437 
Ph: 0418 521 791 
E: hturnham@icloud.com 
(BHJ) 
GEORGIA VAN RYSBERGEN 
BULN BULN VIC 3821 
Ph: 0407 346 488 - Annette Walker 
E: raedean@smartchat.net.au 
GR (GVR)

VIC COMMERCIAL MEMBERS
PG & NM PHILLIPS 
WARRAGUL VIC 3820 
Ph: 0418 553 123 
E: pnphillips@dcsi.net.au 
PHILLIPS (4P4)

ANDREW & HELEN CROUCH 
MINERS REST VIC 3352 
E: helenlor@bigpond.com 
(AHC)

B.M. & C.S. WEIR 
ORBOST VIC 3888 
Ph: 0427 514 497 
E: bevmweir@gmail.com 
JARRAHMOND PARK (BMW)

NORMAN ALBUTT 
YINNAR SOUTH VIC 3869 
Ph: 0439 138 970 
E: strzeleckired@gmail.com 
(C01)

CUTLER FAMILY PARTNERSHIP 
TANJIL SOUTH VIC 3825 
Ph: 0417 994 599 
E: larry@karrabapark.com.au 
KARRABA PARK (CKP)

THE TRUSTEE FOR TARRAWARRA ABBEY 
FOUNDATION 
TARRAWARRA VIC 3775 
Ph: 03 9730 1306 
E: admin@cistercian.org.au 
(CPA)

JACKSON RUSSELL-CROUCHER 
MOUNT ECCLES VIC 3953 
Ph: 0477 220 037 
E: jacksoncroucher@icloud.com 
CHESTNUT RIDGE (CRP)

D.B & G.A WEBSTER 
WILLOWMAVIN VIC 3764 
(DGW)

GEOFFREY AND JEAN PENNA 
ELMHURST VIC 3469 
Ph: 0438 522 375 
E: penna.elmhurst@gmail.com 
(GJP)

HEATHER & MARTIN WRIGHT 
WOODEND VIC 3442 
Ph: 0418 527 496 
E: heatherandmartin@bigpond.com 
TREVETHAN (HMW)

IAN & DAWN JONES 
DREEITE VIC 3249 
Ph: 0400 452 959 
(IDJ)

ELENA STIN 
DERRIMUT VIC 3026 
Ph: 0417 524 602 
E: ejsvirgo@gmail.com 
IRONBARK PLAINS (IPC)

JUDY BROOKES & DUNCAN HALL 
LIMESTONE VIC 3717 
Ph: 0448 972 563 
E: juncball@bigpond.com 
(JDH)

KEN & JENNY ACKERLEY 
TIMBOON VIC 3268 
Ph: 03 5598 5373 
E: jennyackerley.52@gmail.com 
JARRAH (KJA)

KELLIE YOUNG 
EDI UPPER VIC 3678 
Ph: 0427 803 214 
E: kelmare.edi@hotmail.com 
(KY1)

MAX BLAIR 
BRIGHT VIC 3741 
Ph: 0418 588 053 
(MBR)

BRAESIDE RED ANGUS 
CHARLTON VIC 3525 
Ph: 0438 911 095 
E: amcgurk@centralpowervic.com.au 
BRAESIDE (MCG)

MATTHEW MALSEED 
TYRENDARRA VIC 3285 
Ph: 0439 313 935 
E: glenholmeangus@gmail.com 
(MPM)

NEVILLE & ANNE PROWSE-BROWN 
FORGE CREEK VIC 3875 
Ph: 0427 577 575 
E: shempb40@gmail.com 
FORTUNE PARK (NPB)

FW & RE BRACK T/A BRACK VIEW 
BENALLA VIC 3671 
Ph: 0408 574 171 
E: brackf@iinet.net.au 
BRACK VIEW (REB)

RICHARD L WIGAN 
PORT FAIRY VIC 3284 
Ph: 0428 772 321 
E: r.wigan@bigpond.com 
(RLW)

ROBERT BETT 
MOUNT MORIAC VIC 3240 
Ph: 03 5266 2092 
RET STH (RT)

Robert Townsend 
TIMBOON VIC 3268 
Ph: 0407 504 320 
E: townsend.contracting@yahoo.com 
SUNNYBROOK REDS (SBR)

TOM & PHOEBE SHARP 
PORTLAND VIC 3305 
Ph: 0400 855 741 
E: tom@capenelson.com 
SHARPS (SHA)

SPRINGHILL PARK 
GOLDIE VIC 3435 
Ph: 0418 530 132 
E: graeme@shhs.com.au

S & K GUTHRIE 
CORBEN VIC 3266 
(SKG)

STEVEN PERKINS 
MOOROOPNA VIC 3629 
Ph: 0417 690 894 
E: steve.kantara@gmail.com 
(SPS)

S & S EVANS 
EUROBIN VIC 3739 
Ph: 0438 643 146 
E: ssnjevans@bigpond.com 
(SSE)

REG RYAN 
WODONGA VIC 3690 
Ph: 0408 572 931 
E: reg.ryan8@bigpond.com 
STAG (STA)

WILL BURRELL 
TOORAK VIC 3142 
Ph: 0418 120 344 
E: willburrell@8WQL.com 
(WBL)

DJ & VB WARE PASTORAL P/L 
HAWKESDALE VIC 3287 
Ph: 0429 607 224 
E: ware@skymesh.com.au 
(WPP)

WARDSTON PTY LTD 
MINJAH VIC 3276 
Ph: 0407 802 291 
WURROIT (WUR)

YARRA CORPORATION AUSTRALIA PTY LTD 
Wattle Park VIC 3128 
Ph: 0427 289 343 
E: exports.au@yarracorp.com 
(YCA)
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WA
WA LIFE MEMBERS
ROSS & TRACY COLLARD 
GINGIN WA 6503 
Ph: 0429 053 020 
E: tronar.grazing@activ8.net.au 
TRONAR (3LW)

WA FULL MEMBERS
PHIL THOMPSON 
NARRIKUP WA 6326 
Ph: 0427 443 033 
E: siltonpark8@bigpond.com 
SILTON PARK (BEF)

CHRISTOPHER STREAT 
YANMAH WA 6258 
Ph: 0422 121 663 
E: chris@minestruct.com 
BLACK SWAN FARMS (BSF)

DAVID & MARY CORKER 
BOYUP BROOK WA 6244 
Ph: 0412 390 315 
E: bullshop@activ8.net.au 
GRACE PARK (DMC)

KENT & NICOLE MUIR 
PERUP WA 6258 
Ph: 0438 724 282 
E: wyndarragrazing@outlook.com 
WYNDARRA (E4N)

ESPERANCE SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL 
ESPERANCE WA 6450 
Ph: 08 9078 2064 
E: jazmin.parker@education.wa.edu.au 
ESCHOLAR (EHS)

GRAEME & TREVLYN SMITH 
MOUNT BARKER WA 6324 
Ph: 0428 936 188 
E: kildarragrazing@gmail.com 
KILDARRA (G6S)

CRANSTON & SONS PTY LTD 
SUBIACO WA 6904 
Ph: 08 9388 8812 
E: jcranston@kingslane.com.au 
KINGSLANE (JWC)

JAMES ARGENT 
COOKERNUP WA 6219 
Ph: 0448 184 647 
E: kubankscattleco@gmail.com 
KUBANKS (KUB)

T & L KITCHEN 
BOYANUP WA 6237 
Ph: 0407 771 302 
E: bandeeka@bigpond.com 
BANDEEKA (LGK)

CAMELOT RED ANGUS STUD 
GIDGEGANNUP WA 6083 
Ph: 0418 906 601 
E: kirsteen68@gmail.com 
CAMELOT (MKE)

MAGIC VALLEY BEEF 
MYAREE BC WA 6960 
Ph: 0408 428 136 
E: soniab@magicent.com.au 
MAGIC VALLEY (MVB)

C.A.S. COWCHER & SON 
WILLIAMS WA 6391 
Ph: 08 9885 6014 
E: willandra@skymesh.com.au 
WILLANDRA (PCS)

EDWARD JOHN GRANT 
GINGIN WA 6503 
Ph: 0429 677 900 
E: karen.gingym@outlook.com 
HILSTON (PDG)

PETER & REBECCA BANTOCK 
BOYANUP WA 6237 
Ph: 0439 907 159 
E: lil.bec84@gmail.com 
RED ROCK (RLB)

BR & MA FLEMING 
SERPENTINE WA 6125 
Ph: 0427 015 264 
E: mfleming21@bigpond.com 
GLENDALE (V6)

AL & VSM BENNETT 
MANYPEAKS WA 6328 
Ph: 0428 171 285 
E: westernreds@live.com.au 
WESTERN R.B. ANGUS (XBR)

WA COMMERCIAL MEMBERS
ALFRED & DIANE JOHNSON 
DONNYBROOK WA 6239 
E: johnsonscbs@bigpond.com 
(ADJ)

ANDREW LILL 
QUINDALUP WA 6281 
Ph: 0455 537 390 
E: dralill@me.com 
(ALL)

ALAN & SUZANNE KELLY 
MANJIMUP WA 6258 
Ph: 0473 332 127 
E: askelly1705@gmail.com 
(ASK)

BLYTHEWOOD PASTORAL CO 
PINJARRA WA 6208 
Ph: 0417 994 165 
E: gder.mclarty@bigpond.com 
(BWC)

LARAINE & GRAEME DONEY, ROSS GRAEME & 
JANINE SOREL 
SALMON GUMS WA 6445 
Ph: 08 9078 5067 
(G7D)

GREG HILL 
SORRENTO WA 6020 
Ph: 0417 970 452 
E: greghill@ghems.com.au 
GRE 
MALCOLM AULD 
NAPIER WA 6330 
Ph: 0427 086 931 
E: malcolmauld2710@gmail.com 
(MAD)

MATTHEW PRESTON 
MOOLIABEENEE WA 6504 
Ph: 0428 762 010 
E: mat.preston@bigpond.com.au 
(MJP)

MF & RA EMMOTT 
BRUNSWICK WA 6224 
Ph: 0427 711 066 
(MRE)

MCVAY PASTORAL COMPANY 
ESPERANCE WA 6450 
Ph: 0428 750 087 
E: rob-revell@hotmail.com 
(MYP)

PRESTON DOWNS FARMING 
ESPERANCE WA 6450 
Ph: 0458 759 071 
E: robsuejohnston@bigpond.com 
(PDF)

RM & MMC ITALIANO 
HARVEY WA 6220 
Ph: 0417 990 431 
E: rosemontpark1@bigpond.com.au 
(RMI)

TERRY JAMES 
HYDEN WA 6359 
Ph: 0428 506 507 
E: terricavalley@outlook.com 
(TVY)

WINTERVILLE FARM PTY LTD 
SERPENTINE WA 6125 
Ph: 0412 889 313 
E: wendy@coderealestate.com.au 
WINTERVILLE (W8C)

DIVOR PTY LTD 
SERPENTINE WA 6125 
Ph: 0417 988 318(PAT) 
E: jellicoepg@bigpond.com 
JUTLAND (Z7J)

WA ASSOCIATE MEMBER
KIRSTEEN JAMIESON 
GIDGEANNUP WA 6083 
Ph: 0408 776 820 
E: kirsteen68@gmail.com 
(KJN)

OVERSEAS
OVERSEAS MEMBERS
KIT, DEANNA & TYSON PHARO 
CHEYENNE WELLS Colorado 80810 
Ph: 0478 834 079 - Kate (AUS) 
E: deanna@pharocattle.com 
PCC (PCC)



Natural Sires
132 3LWP013 TRONAR PACIFIC TIDE
64 Z7JN18 JUTLAND NINO
63 JWCM65 KINGSLANE MITZI
61 PCSP52 WILLANDRA PARAGUAY
53 3LWN093 TRONAR NEUORPUR
52 3LWP146 TRONAR POPEYE PETE
49 BOOP028 BOOTE HILL PEPPER
48 PCSN92 WILLANDRA NIFTY
47 PCSP61 WILLANDRA POKEMON
46 PCSP38 WILLANDRA PANTHER
46 3LWM175 TRONAR MYALUP
39 JWCL34 KINGSLANE LOOTAH
36 3LWQ031 TRONAR QUID Q031
32 HRAQ74 HICKS BLACK PROPHET Q74
31 HRAN27 HICKS RED LABEL N27
28 JWCQ6 KINGSLANE QUILL Q6
26 PWWH29 WOLLUMBI HERO
26 E4NP29 WYNDARRA APPROVAL P29
25 ANGVSNM41 STRATHEWEN ALL IN J46 M41
23 E4NM36 WYNDARRA STEW M36
22 AOJG77 JILLANGOLO GET UP AND GO
21 PCSQ39 WILLANDRA QUALIFY
20 NVRL524 NEERIM VIEW LEVERAGE
19 JWCN78 KINGSLANE NEBRASKA N78
19 PGPG66 GAPRCO RED GUNSMOKE G66
19 HMDM17 ROSEMULLION RED MAGELLAN
19 PCSM14 WILLANDRA MEMPHIS
19 JWCQ105 KINGSLANE QUETTO Q105

A.I Sires
122 ANGHKFK146 PARINGA RED PILBARA K146
105 HRAN30 HICKS MARBLE BAR N30
89 PSPL25 GOONDOOLA LATITUDE L25
88 ANGVTMZ1023 TE MANIA RED LABEL Z1023
81 DAHP012 ROUND-EM-UP THE NIGHT P012
80 USAM1619642 3SCC DOMAIN A163
58 ANGNJWJ53 MILWILLAH MARBLE BAR J53
48 HRAQ39 HICKS ORACLE Q39
44 USAM3775477 WFL PROFITMAKER E7030
41 USAM960383 LJC MISSION STATEMENT P27
41 USAM3494198 HXC DECLARATION 5504C
41 HRAR95 HICKS RINGER R95
40 USAM769756 OLC CHATEAU K465
38 CANM1689128 RED SIX MILE GRAND SLAM 130Z
36 USAM4048310 EGL FURY 8100
36 USAM3525459 KJHT POWER TAKE OFF
34 CANM1788640 RED DOUBLE B BULLSEYE 1B
34 CANM1669302 RED TOWAW ORAZI CALIDAD 130Y
34 CANM1942328 RED COCKBURN ASSASSIN 624D
33 USAM1597069 MCPHEE TROPHY 36
31 CANM1877389 RED DKF RAZOR 55C
28 RRAV20 RRA THE NIGHT
27 CANM1859022 RED LAZY MC TRADITION 111C
21 USAM3494126 HXC ALLEGIANCE 5502C
17 CANM2044017 RED U2 DOMINION

Top Red Angus Sires for progeny born 2021-2023

Registration Trends

C.A.S. Cowcher & Son
Williams, W.A.

www.willandrafarming.com.au

36th Annual On-Property Sale
20th February 2024

Free Delivery within WA
on all bulls purchased

at auction

50% rebate on freight of
bulls purchased interstate

Offering 28 High Quality Red Angus Sires - JBAS8

SALE CATALOGUE ON-LINE AT WWW.REDANGUS.ORG.AU

Charles & Beryl Cowcher
(08) 9885 6058
ccowcher@westnet.com.au

Peter & Jenny Cowcher
(08) 9885 6014
0428 169 630
willandra@westnet.com.au

ENQUIRIES WELCOME

Like us

74    RED ANGUS

Image: Zoe Schipp,  
Schipps Red Angus
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January
10th - 14th  Angus Youth National Round-Up, Tamworth NSW 
28th  Raedean Reds Open Day for  

Stock and Land Beef Week
31st  Schipps Beef Open Day for  

Stock and Land Beef Week 

February 
8th  MUST BE REDS Sale, Barnwartha VIC
23rd-25th  Royal Canberra Show 
29th  AMPC National Beef Carcase Competition 

Nominations Close

March 
7th  Hicks Beef Autumn Bull Sale
8th  MLA Bred Well Fed Well Workshop  

hosted by Paringa Livestock 
22nd-31st  Sydney Royal Easer Show
24th  Yuroke Red Angus Sale

April 
1st-2nd  Sydney Royal Easter Show
11th Schipps Beef Production Sale - Inspection Day #1 
13th  Schipps Beef Production Sale - Inspection Day #2
19th  Shipps Beef Production Sale
18th-20th  Royal Toowoomba Show

May 
5-10th  BEEF Rockhampton, QLD

June
4th-6th  Farm Fest
13th The Invitational Sale, Tamworth, NSW

August 
9th-10th  Brisbane Royal (EKKA) Show Stud Beef Judging
31st  Royal Adelaide Show

September 
1st-8th  Royal Adelaide Show
4th  Hicks Beef Spring Bull Sale
14th  10th Annual Power of Red Sale, Toowoomba.
19th  Paringa Livestock Spring Yearling Bull Sale 
21st-28th  Perth Royal Show
26th-30th  Royal Melbourne Show

October 
1st-6th  Royal Melbourne Show 
24th-26th  Royal Hobart Show

All shows throughout Australia can be found at the 
following website https://agshowsaustralia.org.au/

Calendar of Events 2024
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The Proudly operating two 
sorting laboratories in 

AustraliaPROOF IS  IN THE 
NUMBERS

STG Australia 
sexed semen laboratories.

Camperdown 
Lab

Rockhampton 
Lab

Committed to the 
Australian Industry.

20 STgen laboratories located in 15 different markets

50 Million sexed sorted semen units

More than 20 million calves born 

have been produced at ST labs in the past 10 years around the globe

producing the most advanced sex-sorted semen

using sex-sorted semen

For more information about sexed sorting with STG Australia’s laboratories 
FREE CALL 1800 793 465
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Committed to the 
Australian Industry.

20 STgen laboratories located in 15 different markets

50 Million sexed sorted semen units

More than 20 million calves born 

have been produced at ST labs in the past 10 years around the globe

producing the most advanced sex-sorted semen

using sex-sorted semen

For more information about sexed sorting with STG Australia’s laboratories 
FREE CALL 1800 793 465



Queensland
May Beef Australia Rockhampton 
August Brisbane Royal Show

New South Wales
April Sydney Royal Easter Show
May Wingham Beef Week
October Upper Hunter Beef Bonanza, Scone

Northern Territory
July Alice Springs Show

Victoria
April East Gippsland Field Day
September Melbourne Royal Show

Tasmania
December Circular Head Trade Cattle Carcase Competition –  

Trophy for Rex Frankcombe Memorial

South Australia
September Adelaide Royal Show

Western Australia
January Harvey Beed ‘Gate to Plate’ Competition
March Wagin Woolarama Commercial on the Hoof Competition
September Perth Royal Show
October Brunswick Show

Carcase Competitions in 
Australia in 2024
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Serves 4

Ingredients
300g beef mince

1 onion, diced

1 carrot, diced

1 zucchini, grated

1 garlic clove, minced

1 tablespoon parsley, 

chopped

1 teaspoon BBQ spice mix 

(bondiharvest.com recipe)

1 egg

2 sheets whole grain puff 

pastry, cut in half or 4 

wholegrain wraps

2 tablespoons milk

1 tablespoons sesame 

seeds

Method 
1. Pre-heat oven to 200 

°C and prepare a baking tray by lining it with baking paper.

2. Add mince, zucchini, onion, carrot, garlic, parsley, spice mix and one egg into a mixing bowl and mix until 

well combined.

3. Split the mince into four equal portions, using clean hands. Remove one quarter and roll it into a sausage 

then place on the long edge of your pastry.

4. Roll pastry or wraps around the mince sausage and place seam side down, cut into three. Repeat this with 

remaining mince and pastry.

5. Place your roll onto a baking tray, brush with milk, sprinkling with sesame seeds and bake for 20-25 

minute until golden and crispy.

6. Let cool on a cooking wrack for 5 minutes before eating.

Recipe courtesy of Australian Beef. For more great recipes and 
beef information go to www.australianbeef.com.au/recipes

Wholegrain Beef 
Sausage Rolls
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@RedAngusSocietyofAustralia

@redangusaustralia

@RedAngusAus

STAY UP TO DATE  
follow us on social media

www.redangus.org.au
Image: Eliza Llewellyn, Jillangolo Reds
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50 RED ANGUS BULLS FOR SALE

11am THURSDAY 13 JUNE 2024
TAMWORTH REGIONAL LIVESTOCK EXCHANGE

Lincoln McKinlay
Brian Kennedy

Paul Dooley

David Croker
Ross Anderson
Nicole Skipper

0400 552 458
0427 844 047

0458 662 646

0405 155 404
0487 471 431
0421 242 019

All independently assessed by well known industry identities

2024 RED ANGUS BULL SALE

2023 WINNER! Supreme Champion Bull Ekka & Junior Champion Bull Sydney Royal

The Goonoo Breeding Program

HITS THE TARGET

www.goonooredangus.com.auGRAHAM, SANDRA, WADE & REBECCA JORDAN
T  (02) 6765 7226      E  graham@betari.com.au
M  0427 456 128 (Graham)      M  0429 671 130 (Wade) PO Box 1523, Tamworth NSW 2340

K5X Significant S117

VISITORS ALWAYS WELCOME3

AUSTRALIAN BRED
FOR AUSTRALIAN CONDITIONS!

3

INTERNATIONALLY
RENOWNED JUDGES

CONTINUALLY CHOOSE

THE GOONOO
BREEDING 
PROGRAM

Goondoola Latitude PSPL25 GK Red 624 Quick Draw GK Q03
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2023 WINNER! Supreme Champion Bull Ekka & Junior Champion Bull Sydney Royal

The Goonoo Breeding Program

HITS THE TARGET
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